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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
I r this thesis we adapt the Davies and Lewis ’^ operational
approach to quantum probability to the Op*-algebra framework.
In Chapter I we introduce our formalism of quantum
mechanics. Ue define the space of pure states U as a 
nuclear— Frechet space generated by a self-adjoint operator M 
whose inverse is nuclear. The algebra of observables is taken to 
be , the adjoint-stable set of linear maps from U into
itself. This algebra and its dual under the uniform topology 
form a dual pair. We derive several algebraic and topological 
properties of this dual pair and show that it forms a suitable 
structure for the adaptation of Davies and Lewis’* theory to the 
fjp«-algebra framework.
In Chapter II we set the basis of the Davies and Lewis’
operational approach to quantum probability within the framework 
developed in chapter I- Here we define the fundamental concepts 
of an expectation and an instrument and discuss their 
relationship. We show that instruments are bounded Radon 
measures and that the compose of two of them is not in general a 
stable operation on the universe of all instruments. We conclude 
the chapter discussing the general Robertson-Heisenberg
uncertainty relations.
In Chapter III we build a special class of instruments to
measure P and H on S<R> 5 these are based on Davies’
approximate position measurements. In particular we show that 
the compose of any two, hence any finite number, of these 
instruments is an instrument.
ORIGINALITY
In the rewriting of this thesis the author has closely 
follow the joint paper of his and D.fl. Dubin [83].
It is worth pointing out at the outset that for Chapters II 
and III the Operational approach of Davies and Lewis and the 
theory of repeated measurements of Davies served as prototypes. 
Thus the originality claimed below is a fortiori within these 
boundaries.
In Chapter I originality is claimed for Definition I.G, 
Example I.!4.(b>= Propositions I.?< parts (a) and <b> > , 8 ^  13,
23, 26< except eqn (60) >, 29, 30 ? Lemmas 1.17, 24, 27, and
Corollary 1.30.
Definition 1.10; Propositions 1.11, 23; and Corollary 1.12 
are due to Dr. D.R. Dubin.
In Chapter II the setting of the operational approach to 
quantum probability of Davies and Lewis within the Op#—algebra 
framework even though quite straightforward is new. It is worth 
mentioning here that the name -measure, and the notions
of pre and post-instruments are due to Dr. D.R. Dubin.
In Chapter III originality is claimed for Definition III.5, 
Lemmas III. 9( part <u> ), 11( its last part ), 12, 14, 15 ,19,20]
Proposition III.1,1Bjand Corollaries III. 2, 10, 13, 16.
The first part of Lemma III.11 is due to Dr. D.R. Dubin.
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CHfiPTER I 
FORMALISM Of QUANTUM MECHANICS
This chapter is devoted to the establishing of a natural 
setting for the extension of the Davies & Lewis’ theory of 
quantum measurement Cl ,21 to the case of families of unbounded 
observables. Ue shall be making an extensive use of the theory 
of topological vector spaces (tvs), particularly, of the duality 
theory. The content of this chapter forms a natural background 
for all of what follows in this work. Ue proceed to survey the 
chapter briefly.
We begin the chapter with a short review of the basic 
notions of Op*—algebras of (in general) unbounded operators 
<1.1-5). We then go on to describe our formalism of quantum 
mechanics .To that end in (1.6) we introduce the definition of a 
state space and then proceed to investigate its topological 
properties (1.7—9). In (1,10-12) we discuss a class of state 
spaces which are particularly frequent in applications, namely 
spaces of type 5) . (1.16-20) present the uniform topology <u> on
the algebra of observables and study the algebraic and order 
structure of ^  as well as the relation existing between <u>and 
this order structure . Sections (1.21—23) are concerned with
the dual o f ^ C u J ,  and its algebraic and order structure.
There the elements of are characterized as a particular type 
of trace class operators. Sections (1.24-26) presents the dual
-z-
pair > and discuss the several topologies on ^  and
originated by this structure. Finally, (1.26—30) give a somewhat 
detailed account of the properties of furnished with the
strong topology p*.
—3*-
A REUIEU or OPx-ALGFARAS
«-algebras of unbounded operators in Hilbert spaces play an 
important role in quantum physics, in particular in quantum 
field theory. The fields describing quantum systems uith 
infinitely many degrees of freedom are families of unbounded 
operator-valued distributions on various representation Hilbert 
spaces <E573>. for relativistic systems a model of the fields as 
representations of a topological — algebra has been proposed by 
Borchers <E5B1> and Ublmann (E591) and considered by various 
authors since; <C60-G13> are review articles. In C683 Dubin and 
Alcantara have considered similar models for nonrelativistic 
systems and current algebras. To that effect they introduced the 
so called I«-algebras; complex unital topological «-algebras 
which are nuclear LF-spaces and for which = g => x- =(>
<jsj),i3a.ny finite subset of N  . It was shown in EG91 that an 
important type of I— algebras. namely Ê ^ - Z ^ ^ E  W  ;the tensor 
algebra over a nuclear Frechet space E W  . could be realized as 
an Op*-algebra on a domain î> = f\ D(s'’) S  g cer+air.
neWo
self adjoint operator in a suitable Hilbert space, — algebras 
of unbounded operators in Hilbert spaces have also a natural 
application to quantum systems of a finite degree of freedom.We 
recall that one of the special circumstances on which the Don 
Neumann scheme for quantum mechanics was based is that the pure 
states of the system constitute a Hilbert space <E6S1>. Hn 
operator algebraic scheme for quantum theory which goes beyond
-4-
■fhis hypothesis has been available for- a few years now. W e  have in 
rtxnd here unbounded operator algebras. As early work in this 
direction we single out the papers of Roberts ([45-46]) and 
Kristensen, Mejlbo and Thue Poulsen ([70]). Here we find a 
theory in which the pure states constitute not a Hilbert space, 
but rather a topological vector space continuously and densely 
embedded in a Hilbert space, a rigged triple in the sense of 
Gelfand ([71]). Subsequently, the theory of operator algebras 
associated with such spaces has received attention. Its present 
form was developed in the scholarly work of Lassner et al. 
([4—9], [13,14,18]) and Schmüdgen ([10—12]), although some other 
investigators have made important contributions ([15-17, 19]).
I.1 DEFINITION: Let ^  be a dense linear subspace of a 
separable Hilbert space ^  . By we denote the set of all
linear operators <a> with domain 0(a) which satisfy the 
following conditions.
(a) 0(a), a9)
(b) The adjoint operator a# exists and
D(a*) , a * ^ ç Ç ^
These operators are not necessarily bounded.
For any two elements <a,b> in the applications
(c) £^<î))xl*’Æ)> --- > lT(Si) (1)
(a,b) i ) ab defined by
(ab)t^ = a ( b ^ )  for all cç inÇ),
ana
<d>
^ ^ defined by
a+ = a* for all i n %  , i.e. a* =
define, respectively, a multiplication and an involution on
r < a > . ^
Uith the multipicatlon and involution just defined iT<©> becomes 
an * -algebra.
Tor ^  -*H we have by the closed graph theorem = B C H > .  the
^~^tgebra of all bounded operators on H-
1.2 DEFINITIONS:
<a) fl «-subalQebra f, of containing the Identity I
Will be callled an Ü D * - a l « e h m _
Set = n  D<â) and = H  0<a*>
ae^
where a is the closure of the linear operator <a> in the Hilbert 
space ^  and ^  is an Op*—algebra.
<b.> ^  Is said to be closed on 4c) if
<c> The domain 9) is said to be closed if is closed on
Cd> 9^  is said to be self-adjoint on 9> if 9> = ^
Hfter these preliminary definitions we now pass on to discuss 
the topologization of the domain 9) . R suitable choice of a
topology an9) will allow us to give a simple characterization of
several topologies on Op*~algebras defined on 9).
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DE.rIHIT.1.OH: Let be an Op*-algebra on 9) ,by t^ we denote 
the weakest locally convex topology on^& with respect to which 
every operator ae^ is a continuous linear napping of the locally 
convex space 9 C t ^ 3  into 9 c t ^ 3 ,  where t.^  is the Hilbert space 
topology on9) inherited from ^  _
If A =  !-<$)> then we write t, instead of t +  . //,
fis an immediate consequence of this definition we have
1.4 PROPOSITION ([4]):
Ca> The topology t^ is given by the seminorms, for any
lh | la “ i^ T l |  • <2>
and is stronger than the Hilbert space topology t^ , since by 
definition ^  contains the identity operator (I.2.a).
<b> Every operator ae^ is a continuous linear map of the 
locally convex spaced) Lt^l into itself.
<c> If every operator a is bounded, then t^ coincides 
with the Hilbert space topology t_ defined by the norm H-H
The topology t^ is known as the graph topology. This topology 
can also be generated by the family of seminorms {p^ :ae^ >,where 
p^ is defined by, for any ,
Pa.^9) = I W h’H + 1^ 11 (3)
This can be seen as follows: For any ae^ (1^ (1^  p^C^) for all -
On the other hand, given an a e ^  we find c= ( 12/^) ( a^ a + I> + I 
belonging to so that, for all
The locally convex space 9 ) Ct^l is in general not complete- Its
completion is denoted by % [ t ^ l  and satifies <[4 = 3.2])
~ n ^ < e >  (^) <ij>
Therefore an Op*-algebra ^  is closed iffî)Ct^3 is complete.
Now from definition 1.3 we see that 9)[f^] is continuously
embedded into -Let us denote b y ^ C t ^ j  the strong dual of <&[[&]. 
If we shall write t; instead of . Writing the
linear functionals onÇ) in the form <F,vp>, we equip with
the anti-linear structure defined by <AF
Then "ŸI > ^  defined by <F^ - <\|/,tç> for defines a
linear embedding of into . Therefore we obtain, in a natural
way, a r.i.qged Hilbert soace structure
9 ) [ t ^ l o 1 d o  (B’Lt^l . (5)
Consequently, we have on 9) three topologies
ll'll > (6)
in correspondence with the rigged Hilbert space defined by ^ .
Sone properties of % C t f ]  and STCt*] are collected in the 
following proposition.
1-5 PgOPOSJ11ON 1£1 3 3 >: Let 9) be a closed domain and ^  be a
closed Op*-algebra on Q ) . Then
(a)^^[t^i is semirreflexive.
<b) The topologies t^ and have the same bounded sets,
hence
<0ctp])'rt;^Dttp]'] =<B’ct^3
-8-
Cc) 9) Dt^3 is b a rre lle c i and b o rn o lo g ic a l.
Furthermore the following assertions are equivalent
<d>9)Ct^l is reflexive.
(e)^b[tpl is barreled.
<f> t^ is the Mackey topology and 9)’tt^3 is reflexive.^^^
We have now introduced all the basic concepts necessary for the 
characterization of our Quantum mechanical systems’ structure.
FORMALISM OF QUANTUM MECHANICS
The class of quantum mechanical systems we shall be 
considering is determined by the following definition of pure 
states. It will be seen to include all the usual 
non-relativistic systems of particles.
1.6 DEFINITION: The space UCt3 of wave functions for a system
with d degrees of freedom is a locally convex space such that
<a> There exists a self-adjoint operator M on a separable 
Hilbert space "fl so that the embedding map ^ : CD<M> ,\l . 
is nuclear and
U = n  D<m ’^> . (7>
n&iWo , '
Here the norm 1 1 on the Hilbert space \\ . ) is given
by llipl) = CllMlé^ v^|)ll^+ .
<b>The topology t is given by the projective topology with 
respect to the mappings
*. C DC m ^) ^ l\. 11,^')Irl ,ne(M^  ^ (s')
-9-
where the norm l( . on the Hilbert space l\ - ) is
obtained from the inner product
(9)
so that
C (10)
and M — I by definition.
In other words
wet] = lim proj (D(M^), U - )  (11)
and t is generated by the seminorms \l . ^
This type of spaces was analyzed by Pietch [35] and Lassner %
Timmermann [83, who called UCt3 a space of type9)^.
The next proposition gives a more or less complete
characterization of ULt] and its strong dual U ’Lt’3.
1.7 PROPOSITION:
(a) U[t3 is nuclear and frechet. Hence it is barreled, 
bornological, Mackey. Montel, reflexive and separable.
(b) U ’Lt’3 is nuclear OF and complete, barreled, 
bornological, Mackey, Montel , reflexive and separable.
(c) The self-adjoint operator M  possesses a complete 
countabiy orthonomal system of eigenvectors [e^:n&N3 which form 
an absolute basis of UCt3. Consequently UCt3 is tvs—isomorphic 
to the Kdthe space
(1 2 )
<d> In Gelfand’s sense
UCtlC,^ U ’[ f ]  (13)
-1 0-
Gonstitutes a rigged triple.
PROOF.
<a,b> Set = <D<M^>, 11 ■ 11^  >, from the definition of the 
m a p s ^ w e  see that for n<m
<11)
where is the canonical inclusion of TJ into D . Tovf\ » r\ ' \
show the nuclearity of UCtl it will be sufficient to show 
that Ls a nuclear map whenever n<m. <L20= III. 7-3<cor
3)]). First we show that , mfetvl is nuclear.
For any and m>n
K . Æ  (15)
hence is continuous. Since by <1 4 > ^  m>l , and
by hypothesis is nuclear, then ^me(V\ , is nuclear
([20:111.7.1(cor 2>3>.
How, for m>n, and any
where is the adjoint of . Recall that as 0^—
then 9^: 14 ---^ 0^ , and for any and , 0 >^  =
< ^
Therefore
<16)
2
Since "9^ is continuous (by (10), 119^ 1^1 $ U U ^ ^ f  or any m> and 
is closed on"9[^(D^)2>Y^ ^ ^^) (it is self-adjoint), then
t=û
: D --- ^ H is continuous.
~1 1 —
On the other hand "9^ is nuclear if and only i f i s  
nuclear <E73=X.33>. It now follows from (16> and 
[20:111.7.1 (cor 2)3 that is nuclear whenever n<m, so
we are done.
The Frechet property follows from the fact that UCt3 is 
a projective limit of a countable collection of Hilbert 
spaces [20=11.5.33.
Since UCt3 is nuclear and Frechet the list of its 
topological properties and that of its strong dua 1 U ’Ct’3 
follow from standard results in tvs theor'y, 
cfC40=33.2,36. 3,56. 1 4 3 ,C20=II.9.1,IU.5. 7 ,IU.6.63 and
[72=4.3.3,4.4.10,4.4.123.
<c) For a proof see 135=4.33
(d> This follows directlv# from the definition of WCtl and 
the fact that 'H is tvs-1 somorphic to its strong d u a l -
■
A few remarks concerning the self-adjoint operator M are to the
point, tts was established in I.V.c M possesses a complete
orthonormal system of eigenvectors te^:rsN}.
For each one of these eigenvectors ve have
, (17)
Xy. being the corresponding eigenvalue.
These satisfy the foiowing relations (F353)
lim I A^ = + oo , (18.a)
r-^ oo
and
I ( + oo (IB.b)z
—1 y—
for sone suitable pe.l>4 .
The former follows from the fact that in UCtl every bounded set 
is precompact <C20=III.7<cor 2>3> while the latter follows from 
the nuclearity of the applications ^ ^ ^ < m > n > .
fis the next proposition shows we may asssume, without loss of
_ \
generality, that M>I and possesses an inverse M that is 
nuclear.
1.8 PROPOSITION: Let M be a self-adjoint operator on a
araW e .
"^Hilbert s p a c e d ,  then the embedding map 3^ : (D(M>, II U^> is
nuclear if and only if the inverse of the self-adjoint operator
-sep r bl
<2.
I + M is nuclear
PROOF
For any ^6.14 , >
= .(I+M^>37G>.
Now FD^ = ^ ) =
D(I+Mf).Hence, D< <I+M^>*>=0<I+M ^  > and
(I + \
Therefore d  -• and so
<X + How, < f ^  nuclear if and only
if is nuclear <[73=X.3]> , hence <I+M^ Z'^^is nuclear if and
only if Y, is nuclear. But (I+M^)"'^^ is nuclear if and only 
if (I+M^ is nuclear ([73=X.3]> , and we are done.
_1 g —
1.9 NOTATION: From now on we shall abbreviate 1^<U> to ,and 
assume that the operator M defining WFtl satisfies 
Î1 > I and M  ^ is nuclear.
The topology on U we have considered so far, i.s the natural
one obtained through the very same operator (and its positive 
integer powers) that generated the domain. Let us now consider 
on W the graph topology t.^  (2) generated by the Op*-algebra ^  . 
It turns out, as the next proposition shows, that t i s
equivalent to t, i.e. the graph topology is already given by the
system of semi norms -C H : n  £tNl I defined by (10) (c.f. also [471 )
PROPOSITION: The graph topology t^ _ is equivalent to the
topology t.
PROOF.
Ue only prove the second part as M for any n £ ,
immediately implies t^t^. Every b € ^  is closafale in "U and 
hence closed as a map from W[t] into 14- Thus <b> is a 
closed operator between Frechet spaces, hence continuous 
([20:111.2 1). That is there is a constant c>0 and an index 
n G N o  such that for all ^eU, c
R very important class of wave function spaces is given in 
the following definition.
-1 4
1-10 -DEFINI TI GM= H space UCt] of wave functions for a system
with d degrees of freedom is of class K  if it is the maximal
separable locally convex space such that
<a> There exists a t-continuous scalar product, < , > on U.
I he completion of W with respect to this scalar product is a
separable Hilbert space l4-
(b> There exist d pairs <b.,b^> . of linear operators
J J IcJsO.
mapping U into itself, adjoint with respect to the scalar
product
<bjU^jV^> = <^^b^.‘^ \y> 1<j(d) , <19)
and satisfying the canonical commutation relations >
L b . ^ b ^ l = Z ; ^  (1/],^/d) (20)
strongly on U, other commutators vanishing.
<c> The topology t is the graph topology generated by jl .
The space is said to be irreducible if, in addition,
(d) There is a vector U, normalized by \ l - 1
satisfying the Fock-Cook condition
b^ . IZq = 0 < U j < d )  (21 >
<e> is dense in U , where is the algebra of all
polynomials in the canonical operators <b. ,b!^ > Hence fZ is
1 J AS a
cyclic f o r ^ ^
This choice of system was analyzed by Kristensen,
Mejlbo,and Thue Poulsen 170], who called irreducible wave 
function spaces of class 4^  spaces of type S , for reasons which 
will be immediately apparent.
-15-
1-11 PROPOSITION:
(a) Every wave function space of class K  may be decomposed 
into a countable locally convex direct sun of irreducible 
spaces:
U = 2  U (22)
(b> Any irreducible wave function space U of class K  is 
tvs-isonorphic to Schwartz’s space - S(RZS with its usual 
Frechet topology.
Defining
a ^
M = %  b. b. , (23)
J-» -I J
y = n  D(M^> (24)
The topology t is determined by the seminorms
9  I = il (p%0) (25)
PROOF.
(a) The decomposition is effect by choosing an orthonomal 
basis tXZ^: n^l > for the subspace t : Mi^=d 1. Each 
then serves as a cyclic vector for , thereby determining 
U^C77:§4.43.
(b) The isomorphism of an irreducible W with S is shown in 
C77:§4.10;703.
The identification of S with C\ D(M^) is due to Simon
PGtWo
[51], and is known as the N—representation.
The topological result, that the usual topology on S 
is equivalent to the topology t; is a result of the closed 
graph theorem applied to ^ , in view of the fact that t is 
the coarsest locally convex topology with respect to which 
every a £ ^  is continuous.
-16-
1-12 COROLLARY: An irreducible wave function space, UCtJ, of
class K  is a domain of type 9 ^ .
U possesses an unconditional basis. The Hernite functions: 
for all veiH , V =  , these are defined to be
SL_ ; <26>■q
(27)
they satisfy the well-known recurrence relations 
b+iz, »
PROOF.
The first assertion is clear from <23 - 25>.
The Hermite functions are used to construct the tvs
isomorphism between U and the sequence space s*^ : if cp =
ZCylZ^ is an element oftl, then L^e W if and only if (c^)€ s'^
[26,51,70,77,ibidl. _
1
In 1.9 we noted ti^at for any wave function space U[t3 we 
shall write
^  = I <V/> . (28)
For terminological purposes only, we shall refer to ^  as our
algebra of observables, and all elements of ^  as observables.
There is no implication of physical measurability implied. Those
elements of ^  which can be measured in our scheme, we shall 
as
refer to/physical observables.
Powers [50] has introduced a notion of self-adjointness for 
algebras of unbounded operators (see DEFINIIIOH 1.2), and 
satisfies the requirements.
-17-
.PROPOSITION: ^  is a complex unital * —algebra which is
closed and self-adjoint, i.e.
U = (1 D(a)
f
(29)
= n  D(a^ 
f 
PROOF.
The first condition follows from <4> since UFtl is 
complete. The second condition follows because by I.7.c 
UFtl is isomorphic to a Kdthe sequence space <C81>.
Ue shall now give some concrete examples of wave function spaces
1.14 EHRhPLES
<a> Let T^ be the s-dimensional torus defined by 
0 Ky ^ 2 IT j=1,...,s , s£(N\ ,
^nd L (T ) be the space of square Lebesque—integrable functions 
on T . Ue take as W the space9iET^l of functions on T ^ , i.e.
^ C ( (R. ) and its derivatives of all orders are periodic with 
period 2TT in each of the variables x - .
Dn 9)ET 3 define the dif ferential operators
= j=1,...,s (30)
'ÔXj
Each one of these operators is essentially self-adjoint onîiCF^l.
Furthermore 1 - - 1 - J t ^ i s  essentially self-adjoint o n ^ C T ^ l
J=1 J
"T2. 2.
and possesses an inverse <1-1 > that is nuclear in L (T >
(El 51, [74]).
18-
Topoiogize^CT^3 with the seninorns
lhlln== II II , <31 >
then^bCT^a is a nuclear-rrechet space of type c.f.[20:111.83
Cb> Consider the Hilbert space L^[a,b3. Let D denote the
set of functions on <a,b) so that cjj* is absolutely continuous
on <a ,b> , Ca ,b3 , and
CP<a> = liM y><x> , ^<b> := lim U><x> <52>
X-^O^ ‘ x-^ b"
On 0 define the differential operator
1 ^  fcx-a") Cb-x') 1 <33>
, dx ctx J
i is Q self-adjoint operator in L^Ca,fa3 (C73=U.63,[763) and
generates the space Ç)<Ca ^ b3 > = 0  D( of functions that are
YVGlNo
infinitely differentiable on the interval Ca,b3. Moreover, on 
this space the systen of seninorns
[ Z  K fcoll ^  3^ ^^  ne(No (34)
i= 0  '
defines a topology that is Frechet and nuclear ([763).
2 t
<c> Consider the Hilbert space L <(R ). On the Schwartz 
Î
space S(tK > define the differential operator
N y? = <1+|x| -^>cp 
This operator is essentially self-adjoint. Furthermore
S<IR^  > = n  D(H*) 
and the seninorns
generates the usual Schwartz topology which is nuclear and 
Frechet (see chapter III for further discussion).
-19-
1.15 We are now going to investigate how the Op*—algebra ^ is 
related to the linear spaces Z<UEtIl ,14’Ct’3 >, Z  <UCt3) and 
ZXU’Ct’3) of continuous functions from UCt3 into U ’Ct’3, UCt3 
into itself and U ’Ct’3 into itself respectively. A close 
analysis of how each one of these spaces relates to each other 
will allow us to define useful topologies on the algebra of 
observables and states.
Ue first notice that by I.4.b is a subspace of ^(WCt3).
Because of <13> the latter linear space can be considered as a 
subspace of Z  <UCt3 ,14’C t ’ 3 > . How for any ae^XUttl,U’Ct’3) the 
adjoint operator a"*e £,<UCt3 ,tJ’Ct ’ 3 > (recall that l4Ct3 is 
reflexive) is uniquely defined by
(a’^cp = <a cp ,vp> (35)
so that the map aJ )a^ is an involution in ^XUCt3,W’r f 3 ) .
.p.
Because of the reflexivity of UCt3 we have Z(UCt3> = jL(U’Ct’3> 
which by (13) can be considered as a subspace of eL(UCt3,U’Ct’3>. 
Hence
^  = / ( U C L D O  Z < U ’Ct’3> (36)
and we have the following chain of operator spaces
i.(UCt3> _
^  Z(U[t3,U’Ct’3) (37)
I ( U ’Ct’3)
2 (UCt3,U’Ct’3) is only a linear space of operators with an 
involution, X(UCt3) and Z X U ’Ct’3) are algebras of operators but 
not *-aigebras, and ^  is a *-algebra.
If UCt3=1i, then all four spaces of linear operators coincide 
with the C*-algebra BcH) of all bounded operators i n H ,  since in
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that case Otherwise, all four spaces (3 7 ) are
nuttually different. Let us further remark that ^  is an extremal 
«-algebra in i<UCt3 ,U’Ct’3 > , i.e. there is no larger 
«-subalgebra of £<UCt l , U ’Ct’3> c o n t a i n i n g ^ .  But A  is not 
maximal in the sense that it contains any other*-subalgebra of 
^XWCt],W’[t*]), for instance the *-algebra B(Vi> is contained in 
icUCtl,U’Ct’3) and different from^ if WCt3^%L
Ifi£QLS6I£S #1 THE BLSCBRRS OT OBSERURBLES RMQ STRIES
In what follows we shall use the following more or less 
standard notation. If E is an ordered vector space, L<E> is the
set of all linear maps C )C, and L^<C> the subset of all
positivity-preserving maps. If E is a tvs as well, £<E) is the 
subset of L<E> consisting of all continuous maps on E, and 
is the subset of all positivity-preserving continuous maps. 
Similarly for L(E,F>. L^(E,F>, I<E,F> and £^<E,F).
Ue shall have reasons to consider several topologies o n ^ . The 
first which we introduce now, generalizes the uniform topology 
for bounded operators, and was introduced by Lassner C4,473
£ ROFOSITiqN= Let u be the topology of uniformly bounded 
convergence induced on f from Z(UCt3,W’Ct’])Cu3, i.e. generated 
by the semi norms
lUllr^ = sup-C|<bc^,y>| rcpeO^ l (38)
as ^  runs through all bounded subsets of UCt3.
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Equipped with this topology, ^  is a topological *-algebra, 
i.e. the involution is continuous and the product is separately 
continuous, as well as ^  Cu] being a topological vector space.
As a tvs ^  EuJ is incomplete. Its completion is 
<£.CUC tl ,U’Ct ’ 3 >CuI = U ’Ct’3 <S^U’Et’3, the completed projective 
tensor product. Hence u is nuclear.
The topology u is determined through M by means of the 
equivalent family of seminorms
a|l^  =||/f<ri> a f<M>||| (39)
where (1 . 11 is the operator norm on B(^), and f runs through the 
space
tf:R —— : f is,bounded, continuous, and
sup x^f(x) < oo , k ^ 0 > (40)
The statement about the completion of ^ C u 3  follows from the 
following Lemma.
1.17 LEMMA:
(a) ,^XUEt3,W’[t’3)Cu3 is a complete nuclear locally convex
space. Moreover the following tvs isomorphism hold
/<UCt3,U’i:t’3>Eu3 =  U ’[ t ’] ® U ' [ t ’3 =  (UC t3 ê  UCtl ) ’ (41)
-n TT P
(U’It’l ê U ’Et’l ) ’ ~  UCt 3 ® U C t 3  (42)
TT ^  TT
(b> f  is dense in Z  (UII tl ,U’E t’ 3 )Cu3 , hence it is a total 
subset.
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FROOr.
<a> is a direct consequence of 1.7 and standard results on 
tvs theory, c. f. C57:Thn.3, p.1433, C21= Thn.9, p_ 4963.
<b> follows because of (36), Î.7 and C36:Lna. 2.63.
B
The following subsets of ^  are important in the sequel
1.18 DEFINITION: An element aejt is said to be symmetric, or 
hermitian, if a*^ = a . The set of all hermitian elements of 
is denoted by .
An element aG^^ is said to be positive if, for all UCt3
<a ^ 0 , (43)
and we then write a ^ 0. The set of all positive elements in 
is denoted by
1.19 PROPOSITION:
(a) is a real vector subspace of ^  , and ^  -
(b) is a proper cone and determines a partial order in
with respect to which is an ordered vector space: a ^ b
if and only if a-bG ^ , and a = b if and only if a  ^ b and b ^ a. 
(c> is a normal cone in which is generating.
(d) The order topology on ^ , ji , is given explicitly
through the seminorms
j^(a) = supt|<ac^,'-f>|/<x<^,c^> U> ( ) , (44.a)
where c/0 = + «j and 0/0=0, cSlR^ . Let N^c^ be the subset on which 
is finite: p is the inductive limit topology
^ Cj^ 3 = lim ind 3 (44. b)
"4-
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Then p= u and so ^ E u J  is bornological 
PROOF.
<a> It is clear that is a real vector space- Rny
can be written as^a^ = <a+a^)/2 and a,^ = (a-a+)/2. As 
and a^ belong to , then ^ + .
<b> Clearly is a wedge. If a , - a e ^ ^ ,  then <a , cç >=0 for 
all CÇ G U . By the polarization identity <a >=0 for all
G U; hence a=0, and is a proper cone [20:U.13.
<c> For all , set a=a^-a^, with 4a^=(I+a)^ and
4a^=(I^a) , so that is generating: For
normality, see 112=4.13.
<d> The p-topology was introduced in Cl 53. Since each ^  
is an order unit norm, ^ is the order topology C21:U.63. 
That j) =u was shown by Schmüdgen C10:Cor.2 to Thm.13.^
In the quantum mechanic’s framework states are positive
functionals <c.f. below) and the collapse of a wave packet, 
being a map from states to states, requires the notion of 
a positivity-preserving map.
1-20 PROPOSITION: A linear map F e L C p )  is positive if 
F<^_^)c^^ ; we then write F c  ).
Every positive linear map is continuous C u 3  > yi Cu3 and
-norm decreasing = for all aej^ , all xG.^ ,
fpJF<a>> ^ _p^<a> <15)
For a proof, see [153.^
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r\
from an abstract point of view, the set { Z  a:*'a
j=) J j
^ 11 is a more natural cone for ^  than is , for 
applications to quantum measurement theory, however, only 
needed? hence we have an unambiguous use of the term positive.In 
the mathematical literature, what we call positive is rightly 
^^ll'sd strongly positive, as the above cone is always a subset 
of .
Let us consider next the dual of ^  and its structure.
Ue start with some definitions.
1.21 DEFINITIONS:
<a> The dual of ^ L u l ,  written ji’ , is the set of all 
continuous linear functionals ^  .
fl functional $  is said to be hermitian if, for all aei
(46)^(a >  = <&(af) ;
the set of all hermitian functionals is denoted by ^ . 
n functional ^  is said to be positive if, for all
^ < a )  ÿ 0 ; (47)
the set of all positive fuctionals is denoted by .
fl state ^  is a positive functional which is normalized by
= 1 : . (48)
the set of all states is denoted by E < ^  >, or simply E  .
(b> The following subsets of IB(H ) are important 
I<^>=tpeB<8 > : for all ae^  ^p a, are nuclear!; (4 9 )
the set I(^)^ of self-adjoint elements of I<^), and the set 
I(^)^ of positive elements of I(^). For brevitiy we often write
^ f 4^- •
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The next proposition makes precise the folk-lore that all 
states are ^density matrices^- Rs it is not true for states on 
^ i t  furnishes good evidence that the mathematical structure 
we have been discussing is well-adapted to quantum theory.
1.22 PROPOSITION:
<Q> 1 = 1 ^ +1 1^ I4. is generating for I^: .
we have, further, that
I = -Cpe\B<H> : p H  > U>. (50)
(b) fl linear functional on ^  , is a u—continuous if and
only if it is of the form
$ < a >  = tr ( j) a) ( V a ) (51)
for some j)G I. Such functionals are said to be normal.
Moreover, if and only if j)G I^ . Hence the trace
determines an isomorphism between ^  and 3^  , and , and
and I.
(c> If and ^<a) = tr(jDa), then
tr< y  ) = 1 , (52)
(d) The trace is cyclic = for all a e ^  , p G  I,
tr( y a) = t r ( a y )  (5 3 )
For a proof see 1 9 , 1 1 , 1 6 - 1 8 3 . ^
In Cl 13 Schmüdgen points out that the character
fl----->f(x) is a positive functional on IB(L^(0 ,1 >) which is
not a trace.
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1.23 PROPOSITION: Let U be an irreducible wave function space 
of class 44. .
The extreme states of the convex set E  are of the form
<^(a> = tr<Pj^a> CaG^ > <54.a>
where P^ is the orthogonal projection onto the vector cçgW:
P^^Y) = < Y  ' ^  < v|/g U> <54.b>
Hence the points of U comprise the pure states.
PROOF.
Let ^  be extreme. Use the GHS construction [801. fls ^  is
extreme, the weak commutant of TT^<^) is trivial C503. As
TT^<^> satisfies the conditions of Prop. 1.11,
Hereafter we shall identify I with for notational
purposes, if is a linear functional, we shall write
<P(a>=tr(^?a), and so ^  e Ic. (5 <W) as above.
THE PURL SYSTEM < ^ ^ >
Our measurement theory requires an analysis of the 
topological structure of ( ^ ) as a dual pair. Ue start by 
proving duality, and then we introduce a number of important 
topologies for the pair.
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1.21 lEUtifli The triple [ ; >] ig a duel pair, where
<a;f> = tr(pa) (5 5 )
That is to say,
<a?p> = 0 for all implies a=0 ;
<a;p> = Ü for all a e ^  implies j> =0 . <56>
PROOF.
Ue only prove the first condition, since the second one is 
proved similarly. Let <a;p>=0 for all ^ , in particular for
)=< f , a Y  > Y  ; all U. Then <a;j3^>=|tai(;f , and so
a=0 . I
1.25 DELINfTIOMS: The coarsest locally convex topology o n ^  
compatible with the above duality is denoted <3"<^,a’)= S"; 
Similarly for on ^  .
The strong topologies with respect to the above duality are
denoted by and , on ^  and
respectively.
The strong topologies are defined by the 
seminorms
al > sup{|^(a)| =#6//!, all weakly bounded jUcA’
p»- aï supt I ( raelTJ>, all weakly bounded <57>
The finest locally convex topologies on compatible
with the duality are the Mackey topologies XCj3,^’>=T7 and 
C.A’ respectively.
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The structure of will be useful in our theory of
measurement. The following is the pertinent result.
1.26 PROPOSITION:
<a> Tïfr the above-defined topologies,
(Ô u 4 4^ P on ^  ?
<0*^ ^ on ^  ’ <58)
Hence ^ is not generally compatible with the duality, although 
^ * is,
<b) The following tvs isomorphism holds:
^*3 =  wet] â  wet] . (59)
The ^«-topology may be described by the norms
III$111^ h'^ \l <n >/ 0) , (60)
where ^ < a ) « t r ( ^ a >  and It b 11 is the operator norm on 15 <f14).
Hence p«3 is a nuclear Frechet Imc *-algebra. It is
barreled, bornological, complete , Mackey ( Montel,
reflexive separable.
(c) The real subspace is nuclear and Frechet , and
so enjoys the above topological properties. Here p*= .
(d> Let F G L_^ ( ) ; then F is u—continuous, and its
transpose F^G £^< exists and it is ^*-continuous_
(e) Let GG.L.<^’>? then G is ^^-continuous.
t
(f) The cone is closed and normal in ^^ Cji>J^ 3, and t*as
empty interior.
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PROOF.
(a) Everything is immediate from the definitions, save 
* which we shall prove below.
<b> Ue only prove the isomorphism (59); the other
assertions were proved in Cl 81.
By 1.16—17 and C20:Ex.5<c),p. 1161 we have 
=  ^ ’C^*l =  ( A ( U [ t ] , U ’Ct’])[u]X^^
~  (U’Ct’l e U ’E t ’l)! = U C t l â u E t l  .
tî p, TT
c.f. also Cl 9 J  .
(c> Hiiclearity follows from the fact that is a subspace
of ^ ’Cp*l <C20=III.7.41>. since by (b) the involution is 
continuous and ^ ’Cp*l is complete, then ^^C^*l is 
complete, hence closed. Therefore it is a Frechet space, 
because any closed subspace of a Frechet space is a Frechet 
space- For the reflexivity property we notice that is
a closed subspace of the reflexive space ^ ’Cp*l (see(b>) 
hence it is semireflexive. But since it is also barreled, 
being a Frechet space, then it is reflexive <C21: p.2271>.
(d> The first part is Proposition 1.20, Thus F is 
^-continuous, implying that exists and is
continuous C20:IU.2.11, and is obviously positive. From 
120=10.2.41 it follows that F^ is ^ continuous.
(e> fls is Frechet and Mackey, and is generating
(Proposition I.22>, Then every positive linear form on 
^^E 1^ *1 is continuous [20=0.5.51; consequently, every 
linear map in L^(ÿ^) is continuous [20=0.5.61.
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Cf> We first show that the cone is closed. Let p belong to 
the closure of on the p^-topology, then by <c>
and there exists a net in converging to j) in the
p^-topology. Hence it converges to in the usual
norm-topology of \£> <t\> (set n=0 in 1.26. b), whence is
positive, so and so is closed.
Ue show that is normal by using the norms (60). For
ail and all indices n ^ 0,
sup{<(«^+^ )Ml^^Mlp>= t^eWctl ,||v^ |=1 }
> 5up-C<# >:C^e\A/Ctl ,||'^ | =1 >
= lll^lll-n • <61 >
thus is normal [20=0.3.11.
As ^ ^ [ ^ * 1  is non-normable, being an infinite
dimensional nuclear space, and ^  is normal, has no
interior points [20=Ex.10(c),p.2521.
■
For later purposes we need the following technical results 
concerning the order properties of
1.27 LEMMR:
<a) For any P e N o
Ill's'll = #  (M^F) (62)
<b) Let <^^^)^ be a monotonically increasing sequence of 
hermitian fuctionals ’ , such that for all p=0,l,2,...,
lim^ ) < oo . (63.a)
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Then there exists a unique to which the sequence
converges in the ^*-topologyr
6* - = $  (63.b)
PROOF.
<a> III $111^  III M"' *1^1=1 f1^ <è
= tr(M^(§ f1^> = tr(^^M^P)
The first equality is just the definition of ll\ -111^  <60>, 
the second equality follows from the fact that 
C33, while the latter two equalities follow from 
Proposition 1.22»
(b> Because of (63.a), t 1 > is a real
Cauchy sequence for each p ^ 0. Introducing the signum function
s ( n > •= +1 if n > n 
-1 if n < n
it follows that for all n,n> 1, s < n , m > ( ^ - $  > e A’ and
n m J 4-
s(n,m>r^,^-§^ <a> = I F #,^-<^(a)| aej^^ -
we show that is a Cauchy sequence:
l l l ^ - ' 5 ’ J l l p  =  1 1 1  s ( n , n ) C ( # ^ - # ^ | | p  =  s < n , M ) C ^ „ - 4 ^ 3 < ( 1 * P )  
The result now follows from the completness of ^ ’[^*1.
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1-28 COROLLARY: Let be an upper bounded, monotonically
increasing sequence in Then there exists a such
that
t  :
moreover
^  = s u p t ^  = n ^ ^
a
V* IUsing this result and the fact that is Frechet space
yields the following, c.f. also L20:U.4.3 cor<2>3.
1-29 PROPOSITION: is monotone complete, and ^ * is
compatible with the ^^-partial order. ^
Recall that if E  is a state, the spectral theorem
asserts the existence of an orthonormal basis for ~\r\ ,
t e ^ G U z n  ^ 1 1 ,  and sequence tt^^ Ot n ^ 1 > of positive reals 
with Z!t^=1, such that
lim t n [ # - % t .  p. 1 = 0- (64)
J Jn -9 0Ü jci
Here P- is the orthogonal projection onto e^. The relation 
between this expansion and the p*-topology is this
1-30 PROPOSITION: Using the notation above,
ft* - lim C $ - Z t . P .  II = 0. (65)
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PROOF.
Ue must show that for any index p e  W o
•n
lim t' p. ]MP||| =0 (66)
j=l J J
Let us abbreviate t_, Non i.e. &  0 and
*^ Y\^  ^  =' hence, tor all 0 M is nuclear and positive
Consequently
11 M^#^M^|||= trCM^ë^ M^3 
= trt<^f1^^3 
■
and so (66) is true.
I
Hereafter ue shall write . and the convergence is
to be understood either in trace or a*.
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SUMMARY
The pure states of a quantum mechanical system with d 
degrees of freedom constitute a nuclear frechet space UCt3 tvs 
isomorphic to a Kothe sequence space of order 2. fl space of 
class <K constitutes an important example af a state space. Any 
space UCt3 in this class decomposes into a countable sum of 
l^^'cducible wave function spaces of type S . Each one of this 
f^f^duL-ible spaces is tvs isomorphic to S(tR ), carries a cyclic 
représentât!on of the CCRs and the fock—Cook condition is 
satisfied-
The algebra of observables is taken to be the complex 
unital ^-algebra ^  = equipped with one of a number of
topologies- u, ^ ,17» or ^  . It possesses a positive cone which
is normal and generating for u, and u is the order topology-
Uith respect to u, ^  is a topological *-algebra.
The stdtes are the normalized positive functionals on ^  . 
All states are tracial (normal) and in the *-topology,
0 ’[p*3=W[t3^UEt3-
Under certain conditions, positive linear maps are 
automatically continuous.
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CHAPTER II
jlEjERflTIOHF!l APPROACH TO QUANTUM PROBABILITY 
In this chapter we shall adapt to unbounded operator 
algebras the operational approach to quantum probability of 
Davies and Lewis Cl 3. Like them we shall make an extensive use of 
the existing duality between the algebras of observables and 
^lotes- The fact that the algebra of observables,as a 
topological space, is neither complete nor reflexive in the 
uniform topology,and the unboundedness of many of its 
members,confront us with several difficulties,”These are more of a 
technical than of a conceptual nature.Ue overcome these 
^tl^fioulties by taking as a basic construction a concept 
introduced by Davies in E23 called an Expectation.
Ue now survey the chapter briefly.In sections II.1-II.5,we 
ti^^st.introduce the concepts of an ^  and (^^U)—measure,we then 
proceed to define the central notions of an expectation and 
instrument,‘and discuss their relationship. Sections II.6-11.14 
are devoted to analize the topological properties of an 
instrument.There we show that an instrument is a bounded 
positive Radon Measure.Sections 11.16—11.20 are concerned with 
the composition of instruments.There we show that in general the 
above operation does not yield an instrument but rather a 
post-instrument.Sections II.21-II.22 present the Robertson- 
Heisenberg uncertainty relations for observables and 
measurements?particular attention is payed to analyzing the 
statistical behaviour of measurements when certain 
transformations on the states are carried out.
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LHPECTBTIOHS RHP INSTRUMENTS
In the Von Neumann’s scheme for quantum measurements E653,we are 
given a separable Hilbert space>1 and R= %  a bounded
self-adjoint operator on 14 with eigenvalues < A^=nelN> and 
orthogonal one-dimensional projections <P^ :nelH> onto the 
corresponding eigenvectors.
R measurement of the observable R in the state ^  ,assumed 
normal: <^<B>=tr< ^  B) ,will result in the ocurrence of an eigen_
value.The eigenvalues are the only allowed values that A nay 
take.If is observed.the measurement causes the collapse of
the wave packet into the pure state represented by the <density 
matrix> P^.This occurs uith a probability <P^>.
The Davies—Lewis theory Ell adapts this scheme to symmetric 
operators with continuous spectra.Rather than review their work 
we shall point out its connection with our definitions as they 
occur.
In what follows we shall be using Haimark’s generalization
. the
of spectral theory. As always,l4 is a separable Hilbert space.
II-1 P.RppOSlTIOH: fl generalized spectral family on is a one-
parameter family EB^ : t e R l  of operators ( ^I> satisfying
<i> 1|-lim Bt. =0 ; l4-lin B. =I (1 >
t—) —AÛ +
<ii> for all t<s , <2>
<lix) <3)
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fi positive operato:— valued measure on “ff is a family
B :Bor(50 - ^ IB(14) ,where Bor(IR) is the set of all Borel subsets
of 'R,and satisfying
(iu> B(^>=0 ; B(IR>=I (4>
<u> for all , B( A, B(Ag > (5>
<vi> for every countable family of mutually disjoint Borel
sets Aj =j%1} ,
B< U A- >cp =41-1 im B( A-) cp (6)
n-=> oo iG jin
for every
Then just as for projection-valued spectral families,every 
generalized spectral family determines a positive operator­
valued measure and conversely.The connection is B(t>=B<(-oo,t!>.
If <b> is a closed symmetric operator on 14 ,there exist at 
least one generalized spectral family EB(t):t€;(R> such that
(vii) B(b) C2 tip = ^ t ^ < B ( d t > t ^ , 4 i > < « ? }  <?>
(viii) for all CÇG D(b> and all yelf ,
<b CD ,vb >= ^ t <B(dt> CÛ ,vJj > <8>
z
I b I = j t^ <B(dt) ,cp > <9>
If ^b> is self—adjoint,then the family is projection—valued and
unique.Moreover,equality then holds in (7).See C29
For a family of symmetric operators,defined on a common 
dense domain,we evidently require further conditions.Recall that 
every b can be written as a linear combination of two
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synmetric operators = ^  '
II.2 DEFINITIONS:
<a> An ^-measure is a generalized spectral family E8<t>: 
t e R !  on ti such that for all 6 U,
^t 8(dt)^ = b <10>
IR
defines a symmetric operator b G ^ ^ . T h e  integral is meant in the 
Riemmann-Stieltjes sense,and converges in the l4-topology,
Cb> An -Measure is an ^-Measure B such that for all
A  G. Bor<R> ,
B<A > CU3C.U , <11>
We write ,respectively ,for the set of all
^-measures,respectively (^,U)-Measures.
II.3 REMARK:
<a> The sets }to^ <.f> and are convex.
Cb> The inclusion is proper as can be seen
from the coordinate multiplication operator Q on S<(R>.
<c> Davies and Lewis use the term observable as synonymous 
with membership of ftù^ C IB('U>,H3.In contrast we reserve
the term for membership of ^  ,cf. [3:3.1.11.
Aside from the continuous spectrum,two problems confront 
us. The first is that ^  „and the second is that
^ C u 3  Is neither complete nor reflexive.This latter difficulty 
requires us to start our constructions by considering those
linear maps on ^  which Davies calls expectations L21;by 
transposition we will get our notion of an instrument.
11.4 DEriNITTDNS:
<a> An expectation is a map Z= Bor<R> -— > >
satisfying
<i> 2<0>^O , Z<4 > ^ 0 for all A G  Bor<lR> (1 2 )
<ii) On W , Z(IK)CI3 = I <1 3 )
<iii> For every countable family EAj =j^1> of mutually 
disjoint Borel subsets,Z is ^-additive in the sense
#)(Z(U Aj)[b])= Z § ( 2 (A )[bl) , (14)
j J
for all ^ e j ^ V  -all b & f  .
<iv> ^t ZCdt)CI3 (1 5 )
where the Riemmann-Stieljes integral converges in the
44 -topology.
(b) An instrument is a map ^:Bor(K) — > j_( j^[^[(T^]) for
which there is an expectation Z whose transpose satisfies
(16)
Ue now consider some consequences of these definitions.The 
following characterization of an instrument is more or less 
immediate.
II. 5 L_Ef1MA: Let ^  be an instrument. Then
(i> For every A  G  Bor(R) , ^ (a ') G. L ^ ( )
(ii) S  : Bor (R)  X F p*" ] )
“40—
<iii> for every countable family E > of mutually
disjoint Borel sets, <§> is G —additive in the following sense : for 
every and every be ,
(5(lt Aj j(b> “ 2  ^  (Aj)E<^](b) (17)
<iv> g) preserves normalization in the sense that for 
every ,
ë  (R)[^1(I)= # ( I )  <18>
PROOF
Properties <iii>,<iv> follow from (iii),(ii) respectively 
of Definition II.4 .Properties <i>,<ii> follow from 
Proposition I.26_(e). _
TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF INSTRUMENTS
Ue now embark on an analysis of the topological properties of 
instruments.In particular,we shall show that an instrument S  is 
a nap Bor (IR) — ) which is a bounded Radon
measure.The subscript <s> indicates that is equipped with the 
topology of simple convergence.
Ue start by showing that the 6~~additive of (17) implies 
that (^  (. )E ^  3 is ^-additive.
II.6 LEMMA: An instrument S  is <^^additive as a map
& z  Bor((R> --- ^ [ p*]) (19)
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PROOF.
From Ci>, <iii> of Lemma II.5 follows
0 ^ & ( U  A- )["$] ^ (U Aj >[#>] ^ ... 4 § < U 4 j  >C^3, (20.a)
for any positive functional - By corollary 1.28 it
follows that
A* - lim ^  (U A->Ü^J 
iT KÂèrr J
defines a functional
Ue know by (17) that
Q-* - lim S < b  A- ) A l  = cS(UA. )C#0 
for all Bs ^  * we see that for all
A* - lim j  (U Aj )[#] = S  (UA; )[^3. (20.b)
' ié')éY] «>
By linearity we may extend this to all , proving the
assertion.
■
The next step is to prove that <S is inner regular.
XI.7 LEMMR: An instrument is inner regular: for all A G  Bor (112)
(5 (A) = s-lim c^(K) (21 )
K+A .
where s is the topology of simple convergence on cL(^’C^*.l) and
the limit is with respect to the filtering increasing compact
subsets of A  -
PROOF.
Recall that any positive Borel measure which is finite on 
compact subsets of a locally compact Hausdorff space in 
which every open set is 5“-compact is regular 125:2.181.
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For any and the set map m^^BorCR) ,
M (A) = (6 (A)C$0(M^^> 
is clearly a positive Borel measure on E.; and R  is a space 
of the afforementioned sort. Since m^ is bounded:
mp<A> mp(R) <oO
it follows that m is regular, hence inner regular. In
r
virtue of the <T-compactness of fR , inner regularity can be 
written as C23:p.25,283
m^<A) = lim^mp<K^>, 
where (K^:n% 1> is an arbitrary increasing sequence of 
compact subsets with K^c. . . . c A  , n^ 1, and
independent of p.
Using additivity for instruments, equation <T7), and 
the relation B=flU<B\R> for HciB, for such a sequence 
0 ^ <K^^>Ei>3 ^c§<A>C^3,
for any Ue can now apply corollary 1.28 to get
^(A)[#3 = 6* - lim^6<K^)[#0, 
and this extends linearly to all < ^ e . B u t  this is what 
was to be shown, and we are done. _
In order that ^  be a bounded Radon measure it must 
certainly be bounded.
II.8 LEMMA: Any instrument ^  is bounded for the topology of 
simple convergence on
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PRoor.
Ue first notice that ^  is a total subset of
i<U[t],U:[t"])[u]^(U[t]^U Ct (Lemma 1.17,
Proposition I.26.b and [20:111.3.2]).
Since by Proposition 1.16 the involution o n i s
continuous then can be identified with a total subset of
Let us show that for all jâ.^ the family
Bor((R)2^ is G"*—bounded. Urite $  = with
and let b=b^ -b^  ^ with ^b^ep^ . Then, for all A  ,
I 6<A)[(^](b)| ^ %  g(A)[^J(b. )
^ %  (6(R)[<$.](bj )
which is finite. Hence so is sup{|6(7^)[#](b) | Bor<K)}, 
showing (j^-boundedness.
Grothendieck has shown that if E is an [—space and 
X —^E an additive set function on a ^ —algebra X , then a 
sufficient condition for m to be bounded is that there 
exist a total subset H C E ’ such that h^m is bounded for all 
h ^ H  [23: Prop.0.5],But this is precisely what we have shown, 
with X=Bor(R>, , E= and m-(;^<. >L<^3 , proving the
1emma.
I
II.9 PROPOSITION:
(a> Any instrument is a continuous mapping
é  : B(R) ---- >
-44
where is the normed space of real valued bounded Borel
functions equipped with the suprenun norn. Thus <6 is a bounded 
Radon mapping in the sense of Thonas [23].
<b> For every (. >['^] is a bounded Radon measure.
PROOF.
The first part is a consequence of Lemmas (II.6-II.8) and 
[433.
For the second part we note t!»at ^*] is reflexive,
and then apply Theorem 5.3 (p.136> and Remark (5.8>(p.139)
of F433.
■
Ue sharpen this result, obtaining the desired property of 
instruments.
11.10 THEOREM: Any instrument (§ is a bounded Radon measure
S : Bor(R> --- > (22)
PROOF.
Rs is complete, the completion of is
L(^’E^«3>^ (C37:p.1443>.
How UCt3 has a countable basis, say te^:ne[Vi> <I.7.c>.
By (1. 26. b) Cp«3=UC t] ^ U C t ]  , hence it has a countable
linear base? namely one isomorphic to te^g» e^ rn,m€.fts\ >, 
c.f.EZ1:p.233.
It follows that
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with the product topology <[37:p. 1343). Thus is
reflexive and frechet C20=II.4. p.49,IU_5.83.
By CZO:U. 5.1] is a closed subspace of
'Snd thus of L<^’Cp*]> . Consequently 
Is reflexive and Frechet because any closed subspace of a 
Frechet—reflexive space is itself a Frechet—refiexiue space 
[20=II.4 p.49,lU.5,53 (see also I.ZG.c). Ue then proceed 
exactly as on the proof of II.9.
11.11 COROLLARY:
(a)
(b) is an proper cone in )
(c> and p ^ ] a r e  nucl
T'
PROOF.
ear.
(a> now follows from Proposition 1.26.
<b> is true because is total in  ^ c.f.L20:Prop.5.Î
p.226].
<c> follows from the product representation eqn (23) above 
for L(^’Lp»^]^ and the fact that is nuclear
C21=Cor(3) p.483]. ^
Our next proposition brings a degree of physical 
interpretation by proving that an instrument uniquely determines 
an (^,y>-measure. The reverse implication is one of 
non-uniqueness: a given (^,U)-measure is determined by many
instruments. This is consonant with experience: there are many 
ways to measure the position of a particle.
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11.12 PROPOSITION? Given an instrument there is a unique
,W>-measure A I— ^ ? A  > ^determined by it. r»<^> is given
by extension from U to 34 of
m( 6  ; A  )if « Z<A>CI]c|) (24)
where 2 is the expectation, unique , for which . Hence, for
any state ^
^  C m< é ; A  >3 = < 4  C A ) ^)tI3
= ^  C2< A )[!]] . (25)
Given any <j^^U>-neasure 8, there exists many instruments 
such that M< ; A ) = B ( A  >. for example, for each state „ the 
instrument
A  ) = Z < <^; A  ;
(bGjâ, AcBor<lR>> (26)
Z(<#; A  )[b] - ^ < b ) B ( A )  
is of this sort.
PROOF.
From the definition of an expectation it follows that for 
any A  €. Bor<R ) , m( ^  ; A )CU3 CZ U and 0,^ I and
so an extension of domain to %\ is posible. For brevity we 
drop the temporarily.
In the first place m must be shown to be a generalized 
spectral family. Let t Aj^e.Bor(^): ie^ ft4> be a sequence of 
mutually disjoint Borel sets and let P be the bounded 
*44-operator P<h)=«<h,tp >v\j , C  UCt] arbitrary. Taking
to be the functional determined by P and with b=I, the 
additivity <14 ) of 2 yields
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<M<y Aj > Lp ,vp > = 2- <m<Aj>t^),v^> C27>
Ue now apply the following theorem of Thomas CZ33: if 
M  = BorCK> is a set function such that M  is
O' -additive for all U, then M  is (T-additive. Here we
View U as a subset of the dual of 14 . With M( A  )=m( A  > Lp ,
mfOip
eqn (27) implies that V  is <3~-additive.
Rs m ( A  > is bounded, we can extend (27) to M  and
transpose m ( A  > to act on y. Repeating the above argument 
then implies that m(A )i^  if <T-additve for all 
Hence m is a generalized spectral measure.
Equation (15) now implies that m is an (^,U>-measure.
Equation (25) follows immediately from <24/ and the 
spectral decomposition 1.64
Finally, the assertion that ^  (§;.) is an instrument 
which determines B(.) is obvious.
I
Following Bavies C21 we introduce the class of observables 
which can be measured. By this we mean that there exists at 
least one instrument which will give some information about the 
observable in question,
11.13 DEFINITIONS:
<a> Given an ^-measure B, let ^ ( 8 )  be the following set of 
functions of B:
J-VCB<A>: 4€.Bor<K>j, (28.a)
where V  indicates linear span, and the closure of the span Is In
the Indicated topology. Note that B ( % .  and^^; constitute a 
dual pair.
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We introduce a partial order on by setting
C if ^ < B > d  <C> <Z8.b>
Following C23, we say that B give less information than C_
(b> An j4-measure B e  is said to be physical if there
exists an -measure giving less information than
B, i.e.
<c> An observable b e ^  is said to be physical if and only 
if it has a spectral representation by a physical ^-measure B. 
If A ■<’B and A is the spectral representation of the observable 
a e.<^  , we say that a is a regularization of b.
<d> If b e ^  is physical, and 8 G is any physical 
^  -measure spectrally representing b , then any instrument 
such that m<<^;-)-{B is said to be an instrument for measuring b
11.14 INTERPRET AT I ON: Let b€.p be a physical observable, and
S  an instrument for measuring it. For any state ^  , the 
probability of obtaining an observation in Bor<lR> on is
< ^ C f 1 < < § ? A > 3 = p r < é ; < ^ ? A >  (29)
If such an observation occurs, the state collapses to 
the state
#  I > 3/ 6 (  A  >[<^3 (I) (30)
11.15 REMARKS:
(a) An open question which would be of some interest to 
answer is the relation between physicality and the structure of 
. In particular do non-physical observables exists?? when, 
if ever do, a regularization of an observable exist which is
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maximal with respect to the information-partial order?
<b> Let fa=ZX^P^€^ be self-adjoint such that P^LUJciU for
all 1. The associated spectral measure P is an <^,U>-measure
such that P < A > - Z P ^ O ^ e A  >. A <best> instrument for measuring b 
is given by
S <  A > c ^ 3 = -P^> ( A^eA>. (31 >
This is the familiar collapse formula for the discret case.
Oi course the instrument ^  is also an instrument for 
measuring other observables, e.g., a=b+c for c , c possesses 
a spectral ^-measure C with support disjoint from tX^zn^ 11. In 
this case our experiment obtains no information about the part 
of a determined by c .
(c) If is physical and projection valued, then any
regularization of B is an abelian family.
COMPOSITION RND CONDITIONIHO
Let be instruments. Suppose that we measure with
on a state ^  and obtain a positive result in the Borel region 
then we immediately measure with in the new state. If we 
get a positive result in the region the final outcome will be 
the normalized form of
(32)
By virtue of our constructions c^,^(A^xA^)[#] is a positive 
functional for all Borel rectangles x .d ^ and all positive 
functionals . Moreover it is the transpose of an ^ s t a b l e
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map. However, we shall now show that whilst there is a unique
extension to ail Borel sets in B o r t h e  extension Is not in
general an instrument. Rather it Is the transpose of a map with 
1\
range in = U ’Ct*lfi^U’Ct’3 , the completion of in the u
topology <c.f. Prop. 1.16).
EROPBStTiPH? Let <^ 2^. defined as in eqn (32) above.
There exists a unique inner regular Radon measure
= Bor(Rf) --- >
such that for all Borel rectangles expresion <32) results.
In general is the transpose of a map 
= Bor<R^> —  
and is not, therefore, an instrument. ^
proving this proposition we present two preliminary 
lemmas. Note firt that we have taken the liberty of implicxty 
extending all previous definitions and constructions of this 
chapter, from Bor(IR) to Bor<a^>. Obviously all the results 
remain true.
The measure will be referred to as the compose of and
 ^^  LEffllO.? Let IT(y : D(6 11 be an upper bounded upward directed 
subset of _ then there exists so that
T = sup-Cf^ = J1
= 5 - lim <33)
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PROQF.
BV proposition 1.29, {T^$ r « e j >  conoerges to Its suprenuM 
for each . fls is complete the result
foil ows.
11.18 10118: for any let us define
<S,T> = ST . (34)
Then < , > is a blposltiue bilinear nap such that whenever 
a
fT^zc<eji is^net as in Lemma 11.17
<S,T> = s-lim <S,T^>c<> (35)
<T ,S> = s-lim <T^ ,S>
for all S.
6^ 3'-*-^ (36)
vJ
Hence < , > is a complete proper bipositive bilinear map in 
the sense of C443.
PROOF.
It IS clear that < , > is a bipositive bilinear map. Since 
T=s-lim and S belong to then
(TS)l^]=T(5[ë])= p^-lim T^(SF#])= ^.-lim (T^S)[&I (37.a)
and
<ST)[#]=S(T[^])= S(T^[#d)= p-li^m (ST^)[#] (37.b)
for any .
Equations <37.a) and (37.b) now imply 
TS=s-lim T^S and ST=s-lim ST^ respectively, 
from which the assertion of the Lemma follow;us,
#
PROOF of PROPOSITION 11.16
The existence of a unique extension of to Oor(1^^>
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satxsfyxng eqn (32) follows from applying Lemma II.18 to 
Theorem (1.7) of [44], Hence, for any 2)^ Bor<R}'),
<§ 2^  ^ ; but this implies J^^( A  >€ ^_^<^’CcJ^3 >.
thus th^re exists the adjoint C <§,^ ( A  >3^=Z^^ ( A  > belonging 
to ]), so that, far any A ^ , 4 ^ ^ B o r < R >
^  ^^Cul); the latter assertion follows from
^.32), the fact that  ^ g . t^C and
Proposition 1.20, while the first follows because
is isomorphic to^y^ . [20=IV.7.4] now implies that
/s ^
 ^^  ^ A Lu] ) , as was to be shown.
■
n not
he fact that is^an instrument is mildly disturbing.
However, e strong case can be made, on operational grounds, for 
defining the expectations and instruments not on all Borel sets, 
but only on intervals, perhaps only on finite intervals. It is 
difficult to imagine., e.g. how one would measure the position of 
a particle Within an extremely wild Borel set, nor even why one 
would wish to. Be that as it may, it seems useful to introduce 
the notions of pre and post instruments and epectations.
11.19 flEFINITinNA:
(a) A pre-expectation is a map Zr IP*^— satisfying 
the conditions i-iv of an expectation (Definition II.4) save 
that the (P is the ring generated by all polyintervals in R"*, so 
the families of disjoint sets must satisfy A ^ e P ^ ^ n d  (JAj 
fis well, the integrals eqn (15) is over .
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H post-expectation is a map Z: Bor(R > satisfying
conditions i-ili, with %v replaced by
^  t,t^.. ,dt^,. .. ,dtj >CI3 e  <16.b)
<b> A pre-instrunent is a map which is
the transpose of a pre-expectation.
R post-instrument is a map =Bor<E.*^>— — ^ ^  ) which
is the transpose of a post-expectation. ^
We shall not examine the consequences of this definitions 
here save for three remarks- The first is that we could have 
demanded only finite additivity for pre-expectations and 
pre-instruments. However one could always extend uniquely to 
(T -additivity, c.f.C793 and references therein.
The second remark is that every pre-instrument has a unique 
continuous extension to a post-instrument. The quality of being 
an instrument seems delicate.
Thirdly every instrument appearing in this paper composes 
with every other such instrument to give an instrument. Ue take 
this to be result of special circumstances. Nonetheless, we do 
not have a countei— example.
Davies and Lewis also defined joint distributions and 
conditioned observables.
11.20 PRfjpQSIION: Let 2^,2^ be expectations, 0^,0^ their 
respective <^,U>-measures, and , , the respective instruments.
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The joint distribution of ^  following 3, is defined to be
the map
Then is a post-expectation whose marginal distributions
satisfy
(Ex^> = (d x R ) = <A)Zg(R) ,
Hence
Z,^ <Kx4>CI3 = Z^<R>B2<A>; z^^ < 6 x lR ) [ I ]  = ( A ) ,
are <^,U>-measures.
The nap A, ^ 2 ^  (IR>B^(4) i^ the </,U>-neasure B,
conditioned by the neasurenent of B^ with the instrument 
c-f. HI = Theorem 3].
Ue note here that instruments generally have no 
repeatibility properties. Ue have not examined the 
^  repeatibility properties of our instruments, c.f.Cl].
UNCERTAINTY RELRTIflHG
Let B<.> be an ^ —measure, for any state Ip
>M^<dt/ = #  (8(dt)) (38.a)
defines a probability measure on the real line. By means of thi 
distribution we now define two important characteristics of B(.)
11.21 OEFIHITION: The mean value E^(B) and the variance D^(B) 
of the -measure B<.) in the state $  are defined as the mean
I S
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value and the variance of the distribution (dt) respectively
S t /X^<dt>.
0^<B> - ^ <t-E^<B>>’)A^<dt> . (38.b)
These quantities are well defined if Jl^(dt> has finite 
second moment. In that case we shall say that the ^-measure B<-> 
has finite second moment.
fRPROSITION: Any -measure B(,> has finite first and
second moment with respect to any state 4 ê E .
PROOF.
By the spectral decomposition of (Prop.1.30>, ^  = Z s  P
with S j ^ O , X ^  and Pj=< ,e.)e^, Wz)te^ :j:). 11 an
orthonornal basis. Ue then have
^t #(B(dt))= ^ t tr( #  B(dt))= .S t ( % s  <B(dt>e e->>
J t <B<dt>ej ^sjl\be,-p
^ tr< H  b >
^ (b ) ( o6 (39)
Here b ^ T t B C d t l e ^ ^  is the observable determined fay 8(.>,
The first equality is clear, the second one follows from 
the boundedness of B(dt) and the above spectral
decomposition of ^  . Ue have used positiveness in the third 
equality, Eqn (9) in the fourth and the fact that be^y^ in 
the latter two equalities.
•first
To show that B<.> has finite^onent we notice that
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K  (40)
from which the desired result follows.^
How by Proposition II. 1 to any b " t h e r e  corresponds
(generally, non-unique> ^-measure B(.> such that for any W
b ^ tB(dt>ip 
IR
The quantities (38.b) are the sane for all (^-measures BC.> of b? 
for a pure state, this follows directly forn Eqns (B>,(9>; while 
for a general state ^€(2 the result follows from the spectral 
decomposition 1.30 and the above case.
Therefore, lie can call Eqns (38-b) correspondingly, the 
mean E^(b> and the variance D^(b> of the observable fa. In virtue 
of Eqns (8) and (9) , for a pure state ^
have
E^(b) = <b , ip >
D^(b> -  | | ( b - E ^ ( b ) I ) ( f | | ^  = Il b v ^ l^ -E ^ (b ) ^  . (41 )
If c€^j^is another observable, then for any real t
0 ^ ||<b-E^<b>I)C4? -it(c-E^(c)l)y) I ^
= D (b)+tE <iCb,c]>+t^O^(c>, (42)
^  $
we
hence
where
0 (b)D^(c) X ( ^ > l E ^ < i E b , c l > , (43)
Cb,cl = be - ca (44)
is the commutator of the operators b and c. Notice that as 
fa,cG.^^ then iCb,cler^^.
The inequality (44) is called the UNCERTAINTY RELATION. Ue 
shall now generalize this inequality to any state and
A-measure B(.).
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Ue first notice that from the las three equalities of (39), 
for any
^ < b ^ >  = %  S' Ü be-11^ < 06 , <45>
w h e r e ^  is decomposed as in the proof of proposition 11.21- 
The Operators belonging to sre not the only ones satisfying
(45), for instance any h e  (5 ('{f) also satisfies this condition. 
They belong to a special class of operators; the so called 
square summable operators , which were introduced by Holevo,c.-f. [<«6^ 01,©2l
11.23 P.EFI.HI.T 1Q N U s i n g  the notation above, any symmetric 
operator b on 1-\ sa.tisfying equation <45) is called a 
square—summable operator with respect to , Two such operators 
f a ^ a r e  equivalent if
= b^ej for sj^O (46)
By L <^) we shall denote the set of equivalence classes of 
square-summable operators with respect to endowed with the
inner product.
<a,b]^ = Re$(ab). (47)
^ ///
Some important consequences of these definitions are collected
in the follojwing proposition. .
11,24 PROPOSITION: Let $ e E .
*2 _
(a) L (#) is a Hilbert space.
<b) For any ^-measure B(.) and f e  (IR,#(B(dt) ) )
^f(t)W(dt) €- L <#) f48)
IR
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and
^ S |fCt>|^^<BCdt)> (49)
^  (R
<c> A  L ^ ( #  (50)
E
PROOF.
(a) and (fa) were proven fay Holevo? c.f.[66,67,81,82] and 
references therein.
<c> follows from equation (45). g
Ue are now ready to establish a general version of 
inequality (44)
11-25 PROPOSITION: For any state ^ a n d  a,fa
(i> E^fa) = 5  (fa) (51 )
(11) 0_(fa) - ^(Cfa-E_(b>13^> (52)
( i l D ^ C a ^ )  +<^(b^ ) :^^(i[a,bl> (53)
(iu) ^(a^ ) ^ (fa^ ) > (:&) I #(i[a,fa]) (54)
For any /^-measure B<-> with corresponding observable b,
(v) E^(8) = ‘^ (b> (55)
(Vi) D^(B) ^^(Eb-E^(B>3^> (56)
Moreover, if C(-) is another ^ —measure with corresponding 
observable c, then
(vil) D^(B)O^C) ^ (i> |<i>(i[b,c]>|^ (57)
PROOF.
(1) and (ii> follows from (41), the spectral decomposition 
of (Proposition I.30) and Proposition 11.22.
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To show <±iX> we notice that
(a-ib)x <a-ib> = a^-iab+iba+b^ ^ 0 <58>
hence
a +b y i(ab—ba) = iCa,b] <59>
thus, by the posltiuity o f #  and the fact that iCa,b3 
‘§<a'‘ + b'^ > > <§.<lCa,b3> (6 0 )
which establishes <iii>.
Putting ta <t^(R> in place of a in (53) we obtain
t #(a^ ) - t ‘^ <iCa,bj|> +#^(b^ ) ^ o <61 >
from which inequality (54) follows.
(v> follows immediately from the expansion
V B > = | t  Mç<dt>=Zs - ^ t<B(dt)e. ,e^  >=Zsj<be. ,e ■>
" (62)
( V i )  is obtained by putting f(t)=t-E,(B) in Proposition
11.24.
Finally, to show (vii) we use inequalities (56) and (54) to 
obtain
>-i<Cb-E^(B)l^)(i><Ec-E^(C>l^)
^ <i>l"i’<itb-E^(B) ,c-E^(C)l)|'^ 
= <i)|(^(i[b,c])|^
■
Ue remark here that inequality (57) in contrast to (54), 
applies also to joint measurements when B(dt) and C(dt) are 
marginal measurements with respect to some M(dt ds>.
Let us now analize the form of the uncertainty inequality 
(57) for a special class of )^-measurements.
First, we introduce the following definition
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11.26 .D E L O N r  H one—parameter unitary group (t^(p-) is 
a one parameter unitary group in 44 so that
 ^ i s e l f - a d j o i n t  infinitesimal generator (a) belongs to
Ah 7
<ii> , t <=1R
How f assume that a state of a quantum mechanical system 
is prepared by a device to which a frame of reference is 
related. Furthermore, suppose that a transformation of the 
frame of reference, which is represented in ^4 by an
one-parameter ^-unitary group U^=e'^^^ < t & R > ,  is carried out. 
Then the change of state of the system under this transformation 
is given by
^  (63.a)
or equivalently
é .  Ot
if o. ^  -i-tcx
= e <$^e (63.b)
11.27 EXAMPLES: Let us take
(a> If the frame of reference is shifted along some axis a 
distance t, then a=P the momentum operator along this axis.
<b> If the frame of reference is rotated around an axis by 
the angle ^=t, then a = J , the angular momentum for the axis.
(c) If the origin of the time reference is shifted by the
quantity t, then a=-H, the Hamiltonian of the p a r t i c l e ^provided 
the lat+er- is an 5 -Wamil+onvam (see next chapter def. I T . S ^
On the states given by Eqn(63.a ) ,the inequality (57) takes the 
following form
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II-28 PROPOSITION: Using the notation above, if B(.> is an 
^-Measure then
D <B>D <a> > <5 >C<d/dt>E;^(B)3
PROOF.
From (56, (62) and (54> we get 
D <B)D^<a>5 <â) I t d C b . a ] ) ! ^  
where b is the observable corresponding to B(.) 
Now
E <B> = 9 s ^ ( B(ds>) s t r ( #  (B(ds))
64)
(65)
(66)
IR
But
tr( "^(B(ds)) = tr(e*^^°“^ e~^^^(ds>) 
t o
= tr<^^e‘^ °'B<ds)e'^) (67)
Hence , by Propositions %.30 and ir.22
Cb *) = Z  r. < e ' ^ b e ^ %  . ,e . > (69)
Since the series is uniformly convergent (notice that
G be G. and each term is infinitely differentiable 
with respect to t then
(d/dt)£" (B) = Z  r ( d / d t X e ' ^  b e " ^  e. e >
%
= Z  r ;<-iae
-itCL , ^. Hex
r, <e (iCb,al)e ej )
-itcL ;ta -Ho. LtoL
be +e b(ia)e e - , e >
J J
tr<S ‘^e"'^^'^(iCb,al)e^^'^
(to T -ltd
= tr(e ■""<$> e ” (iCb,al)> o
= #^(iCb,al> (70)
From this equality and (65) we obtain the desired result.
m
fl special class of measurements associated with the type of 
transformations we have just seen is given in the following 
definition.
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11-29 DEFINITION: H ^-neasurenent B<.> is said to be unbiased 
with respect to the transformation t£— given by <63.a) if
F or any such neasurenent we have
11-30 COROLLARYz Using the notation above,
(71 )
^ 4 (72)
PROOF.
The result follows by replacing Eqn(71> in inequality <64).
H
How we shall further narrow the class of measurments 
associated with the type of transformations <63.a). Following 
Davies C23, we introduce the following definition
DEFINI 11 pH: An «^-measurement B(.> is said to be
covariant with respect to a one-parameter ^ - u n i t a r y  group
le^^rtelRl if for any teIR and Borel set A
••llCL - \toL
e B(A>e = B(A—t> (73)
where
A-t - ts-t : s e  A  1 .
As an immediate consequence of this definition we have
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11.32 COROLLARY:
<a) ^ <B<A)> = <B<A-t>>X o
for any Borel set 21 , t e E
(74>
(b) E ^ < B >  = E ^ < B >  - t , t e E  (7 5 )
(c> 0 ^ ( B >  = 0 (B) ,tfe^ (76)
t * t»
c.f.[2,663.
#
Eqn(f4) states that the shift I---------of the initial
state is reflected in the corresponding shift of the resulting 
probability distribution.
Eqn(75) states that any couariant measurement is unbiased 
up to an additive constant, while Eqn<76) states that any such 
measuement has constant variance.
I^ Ihe next chapter we shall construct a special class of 
covariant measurements; these are based on the so called 
approximate position measurement introduced by Davies [21.
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sunriRRv
The Davies and Lewis theory is naturally extended to cover 
the case of families of unbounded observables.The non 
reflexivity and not completness of jACul forces us to take as a 
starting point the concept of an expectation.
fln expectation is a normalized positive linear map on the
observables; an instrument being the transposed of an
expectation is a normalized positive linear map on the states. 
Any instrument is a bounded positive Radon mesure determining an
-measure. However, any (^,U)-measure is determined by many 
instruments.
fln observable is measurable if there exist at least one 
Instrument giving some information about this observable.
In general, two given instruments compose to a post
instrument; again, this is a direct consequence of the non
reflexivity of ^ C u l .
For any two (^,U>-measures a generalized version of the 
Heisenberg uncertainty relation holds.
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CHAPTER III
JB CLASS U£ INSTRUMENTS mj SClR>
In this chapter we consider the system UCt3«S<R.>, with one 
degree of freedom- Our principle result is the explicit formula 
for a family of instrument which will measure the basic quantum 
mechanical operators with some degree of accuracy- Ue note that 
the basic formula was proposed by Dauies E3] as a covariant 
approximate position instrument. What is new here is that we 
consider the family as labelled by the normalized elements of 
5(K) and show that the result is an instrument in our sense,
i.e. , with reference to the algebra ^  . Ue also show that the 
formula is valid for more operators than the position. Our 
principal result is this:
III -1 PROP 051TI OH : Let stand for any of the essential u
self-adjoint operators Q,P=~iD, or H=P +U<Q>, where xh- >U<x>
is C*^<R> and, together with all its derivatives, is bounded.
To each f e  S(K) we associate the expectation
ZEa; f ; A] (b) S f bf <a>ds <1 >
where f^(a> is defined by the spectral calculus, with
f^<x>“f(x—s) :
fg<a) -- f<x
where
s>ECdx> <2-o>
fR
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a = S xE(dx) <2.b>
K
by an abuse of notation we are not distinguishing a C ^ ^ f o r n  its 
closure a**. The function f is required to be normalized:
fl few remarks about the physical interpretations of ZEagf;.3 or, 
equivalently, its corresponding instrument (5 Ca;f;.3=ZCa;f;. 
are pertinent here.
Uere it possible to build a perfect instrument, and if is not, 
it would be the simple generalization of the discrete formula, 
viz,
2^[a:Al<b> = 5* E(s)bE(s)ds <4>
A
One reason why Z^o is not an instrument is that it (chops off the 
incoming wave functions too sharply) at the boundaries of A  - fls 
it is required that <5<K> in, S<R> out), we must smooth Z out. 
Hence regularizing a with f. More precisely:
£0R 0 EL HR Y.: 1 he measure corresponding to the
instrument &  = Ea; f ;. ] is
t1<d);A> ■= J (r* %  )(x)C(dx)
I? A
= (F*X ><a) (5>
A
with F (x)«(f<x)I^ , and convolution is meant.
This formula was given by Davies; that it defines an 
<^,S>-measure is a consequence of our general theory, 
Proposition 11.12, once we show Z to be an expectation.
One measure of the goodness of an instrument, probably not a
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useful measure, is the difference between the instrument
<^,S>“"neasure M and the -measure in question, here E- 
If we consider, in the norm
II (r#?^)(a>-E(A) II ^
we see tiiat this vanishes for F» S' (delta distribution) - fls
F G. S<R) and S<R> is dense in S’<R>, choosing F close to S' in
some way makes a good instrument. Similarly, choosing F close
to he constant function makes into a poor Instrument.
Before we go into the proof of proposition III.1 we shall 
introduce the operators P,Q and H for which instruments are to 
be constructed.
XME SCHWARTZ SPBCE M B  THE OPERRTBRS JÜLE M D  B
III-3 DEFINIT 1OH = The Schwartz space 9 is the set of all 
infinitely differentiable complex valued functions f<x) on fR. 
for which
II 9ltn^n;S
where n,n€ft4^and o'^-Cd^/dx’^)
It is well known that S endowed with the natural topology 
given by the seminorms II is a Frechet space <c-f-E261>.
This topology can also be generated by each one of the following 
set of seminorms C263
m,n;z” 1U ” d"iç|2_ <7>
K;m ” n < k. n ^ k-Pi> <0>
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Max M ( k. n ^ (9)
where and ||. | is the usual /,/
The operators P.Q and H of proposition III.I have 5 as a 
domain of definition.As we shall see there exist a close 
relationship between these operators and the Schwartz topology 
on S introduced above.
SÊiiESDlHG£R RÇPRESCHTRTIOH Of THE CnHOHICRL COMMUTATION 
Mi-6.T.I0HS £0R one DEGREE OF FREEDOM: Let Vu be the free non- 
commutative algebra of all polynomials in the hermltian 
generators xq„p> modulo the two-sided *—ideal generated by the 
relations
Cq,p3 « qp-pq il
Cq,q3 - Ep,p] = 0 (iQ)
Ue define a ^-representation If on L*(R) by defining 
< T r < q > t ^ X x > ~ x i p < x >
( TT(p> - -i<d<^/dxXx> <1 T >
The domain of 7T »  ^TT ) Is taken to be the Schwartz space
S. It can be shown that TT is an irreducible self-adjoint 
^-representation of ^  and that the induced topology on TT >-S 
is equivalent to the Schwartz space topology given by 
c . f . [ 5 0 . 5 1 3 .
11,
Set now H^Xg)(p +q ^  +1), and let^be the ^-subalgebra of li 
consisting of all polynomials in H . Then, IT< f j'S
is essentially self-adjoint and a function i^eL^<R> is in S if
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d only if (the domain of the closure of Tr<H'^>>,
k , that is
S --= n  D< TT ( H * ) )  (1 2 >
KC(No
Furthermore, the topology on S defined by the seminorms
I k l l t ' . keOUo 0  3>
is equivalent to the Schwartz space topology on S.
On the other hand, since the eigenvalues of 1T< fl > are of
the form A :^n+1; ne(N . then lim X=+*> and so by the wrIl-Known
0 n n
theory in a Hilbert space ( +1)"^ is completely
Continuous. Hence S is a wave function space, for a systeri with 
one degree of freedom, in the sense of Definition 1.6.
Setting P-TT<p> and H-TT <q> we find from F.qns<11>, for any 
S, Pt^eS
Q* t|5 - Q tp , Px (^  = p cp 
[Q ,P ]  i|> -  UPc  ^ -PUcp - i  i|)
Q« t^  = 0<p , p*f c|) = Pc^ C14>
The self—adjoint operator's 0 and P are known as the 
z
representation on L ((R.i of the position and momentum observables 
of a spinless particle with 1-degree of freedom. It is clear 
from (1t^ that the algebra generated fay Pand U is contained in
f .
How we turn our attention to the class of Hamiltonian 
operators described in proposition III.1.
Ill* 5 DEFINITION ». An 5-Hamil toniarj operator is a self-adjoint
operator H in =L^(K) of the form
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H = P +U<Q> <1 5>
i*l H
so that -Ce : t€,(R } is a one—parameter unitary group.
It follows from this definition and definition 11.26 that 
any S—Hamiltonian operator satisfies
<i> H t S I d S  , i.e. <16>
(ii> e*-^  ^C S 3 C  S . telR . (17)
fis we shall see. operators of the above class are abundant
and an important number of them are.in a sense.closely connected
to the topological structure of S-
2
Get P . and let U(x) be a bounded C —function on R with 
bounded derivatives (the bounds depending on the derivatives), 
and U be the operator of multiplication by U<x>, defined on all 
functions tçe <R> for which this product is again in L^(R>.
It is straightforward to show that U satisfies the Kato 
condition:
"non-negative
D < H q > C T D < U )  . and there exist^constants a<1 . b< po such that
ll^'plU all H^ vçll + fajli^  ll . lçeD<Ho> (18)
Hence . H has domain D ( H q > and is self-adjoint ([34].[38:Thm 
(5.5)]). Furthermore, since the norms i H ip | + | | and I|Ho^|+1|^)||
are equivalent on D(H^) and H^ = T Ç ^  . then H = h T s .
Now for any index nefN^ .let be the linear subset of 
L (R) defined by
and equipped with the norm
I <20.a)
M  6n-K
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It follows from the above discussion that for any nelH^
D = f) D (Q *  k t * )  <19. b )
fcr$n 
*n 6
and the system of norms =n€.lH^> is equivalent to the
system of norms : n €. 1 defined by
Hg m I ,n e M  <20. b>
-'(Z- xé,n ' 0
m^n-K
Furthermore
S<R)= n  <21 >
nelNo
and the family of norms |*||^ . , or equivalently | - ]| , generates
-,Z
the Schwartz topology on S.
That H isan S-Hamiltonian operator follows from the following 
theorem of Hunziker 131:Thm 23.
III.6 THEOREM: I f  U<x> is a c”*- function with bounded
2
derivatives. then S is invariant under H=P ^U(Q > and the unitary 
group : t G  RT.Moreover, the mapping < f ,t > f of S x R
onto S is continuous (in the sense of the Schwartz topology on
S > . ^
III.7 REMARK:
(a) It is an open question whether any S Hamiltonian 
operator generates the Schwartz topology in the manner described 
by equations <19-21>.
<b> In what follows we only consider S Hamiltonian
operators H satisfying t!ie conditions of Theorem 111.6.
FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS FOR Q,P AND H
First, we shall prove a number of useful inequalities
involving the operators Q,P and H.
III.8 LEMMA:
and so
2.
m
<<( I + lbl) . . ,’ Tf\+Y\; "2.
and so
*r?7 A")<1> (fp’'
KTèn
<ii> q" p" e''»'’ q" p" <22. b>
<iii> =e^^" O^ + i 5 ds <22. c)
Ù
with
EH,Q*]=2in PQ"^+n(n-1)0*^^ <22.d)
<i./> <
ll^ .g <■' m a l t  I « 11^  <22. g>
’ r n  I r/rw\ fn-K II ..
<22.h)
<22. j)
PROOF.
For a proof of <iii> and <vl) see [31 I .Of the remaining 
statements we o n l y prove <i> and (i v >,for <ii> and <v> are 
proved in a similar way*
How , f rom the Wey1 rel a ti ori
■73
^ibP ^taQ ^ibP
by differentiation at the point b“0 we obtain
Pe'®® <p+o>^> , <23.a>
Using this expresion inductively, for any n,n€ W^we get
KsO '
This shows <i).furthermore
ihrp%'^%  E  < I p  i « r " i i o " p >  L
“ (23 b>
“ (1»|e|)" .
Hence
x< (»*|a|F I|(f L;z '•■elWo <23.c>
The inequalities (23.b) and (23.c) show that (1) and (lu) 
are true.
■
Our next lemma provides us with a functional calculus for 
Q,P and H. This construction is essential to the extent that it 
ensures that the expectations of proposition III.Î are well 
defined.
III. 9 15300: Let g be a multiplier of S. le. g6C*°<R> and g and 
each of its derivatives are polynomially bounded, then
(i) 9(0) [ S 3 C 5  <24.a)
<ii> p g<Q><p -g<Q> PLp = -ig<Q>Lj) S (24.b)
(ill) g<P> C S 3 C S  (25.a)
<iv) g(P> Qt|>-Q g(P)y) " -ig’<P> , t|?eS <25.b>
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Let g be an element of ^  , the set of Fourier transform of 
functions f:R -—  ^C satisfying
f<t> <1+It 1 e l"* (R> , (26.a)
then
<v> g(H) CSJC5 . <26. b)
PROOF.
<i> to <iv> have been proved by Schmudgen Î1483-
To see let c|)eS and g="f , for sorte f satisfying
<26.a). Then by Fubini’s theorem for any "^6 <R>
<g(H> ip >=_!_ S f(t) (e-^^^cp ,Ti/> dt . <27)
-Vzrf* (R
Using lemma III.8.<vi>, for any nG IH^
lg<H)<t> l|„ 4 S  ^ dt
' V2TT K T Q,2
< Sk<t>i c„ IIIf(It
[R. _
N  L'Z  ^  <1+ Itl dt < DO (28)
IR
From which the result follows; since by (21) the norms 
f It • 1^ : nefNg 1 generate the Schwartz topology.
■' m
fis a direct consequence of this lemma we have that for any 
g GS and a*=Q,P ,H , g<a> belongs to ^ . If in addition g is real 
valued then g<a)e^ i^  and is self-adjoint.
Ill-10 COROLLARY = For any m,nG , cpe S
p Q tp /=Z(K)<K) k ! <-i> cp (29)
K = 0
where by convention <^ =^0 if n-k<0 .
Hence
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Il  ^• 2'""" Il ^  <30.
and 50
1Io\1n;2 ^ *^î 2'^ "^ N  llN^ „.i (30. b)
PROOF.
Equation (29) follows from equations <24.b), (25.b > (with
I ^
g(x)~x /, and by induction on M and r>: eg. for instance fix 
n; for n=1 eqn (29) is just eqn <24.b) with g<x)=x^_ Assume 
now that <29) is true for m=M. Then, using (29) and (24.b)
we get
= Z < ^ _ n L  <-i)" (M-'P-^-^
n-Kl '^ =0 (Yx-K.-Ul^ '
Changing variables in the second sum, k+1 1— > k , and then
expanding both terms conveniently
 ^ (n-k)i
  <-if'” q f “u>
= < r  ) Q" P"'1f > Z  <”*') <" > k . < -i >" .
. < r , > o  <«h T.’
M+4
= z  c ' x : )  k! <'i) 0"-" .K=o ’
This shows that (29) is true for n =M^ 1 . The induction on. n 
is carrxed out in the same way, so we are done.
To shovj <30.a) we notice tfiat by (29) we have 
q'p^fcp k, (-i)" .
<-0 ‘
hence
II« >  L,b;z< & : > < : )  I l f I I^. a+n-K,b-K)Z
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Using now the inequality
^ [][(*)][][ (^)] / 2^^^ 
^ K=o k=o
yields (30.a).
The proof of (30.b) is trivial
m
PREPARATORY LEMMAS
The f o l l o w i n g  sequence of lemmas will provide us with 
useful estimates for the inequalities we are going to find in 
the sequel.
We shall start by showing that tlie Fourier transform of the 
characteristic function of a Borel set is a tempered 
distribution.
Ill- 1 I LLMMFI: f or any Bor el set AGBor(IR), the Fourier
transform of , -V2TT’ , is a tempered distribution.
Consequently, for each Borel set there exist an index M and 
both
a constant C,'"independenf of A  , such that for every f ^ S
C <31 >
PROOF.
It is suf ficient to show that X ê S"’.
A
For all f e. S , m.ultiplying and dividing by (1f|t|^> 
gives
- y y _
< sup f (t) I \ (1 +t^ dt
To show that the constant C is independent of A  we notice
^ ^ ( s )  f<s> ds Zi fR ^
~  ^ ^ dt> f<s> ds
R (R 2TT
-1 - { X.<t> f<t> dt 
-VSrT iR ^
= _L_ Jf(t) dt 
"VirP A
Hence
<f>| 4 sup |<V+/> f<t>l Ç d d t  
t&R 2
s<2Tr if
în the last inequality we have used the continuity of the
Fourier transform in the Schwartz topology. _
#
111.12 LXJIMJl: Let FeS be the function labelling the instrument 
and g ^ S  he the function whose Fourier transform is f ; ie. 
g(t)=f[f](-t).
Let stand for any of the essentially self-adjoint
operators Q, P or H.Let bcA and write
s'- ^ h e (32)
so that for each t e R  . Let be arbitrary and consider
the function
s h<s)= ics*t> <e‘^^ <33)
where
(o’- 4" > if a = Q,P
b^ ip ."Y > if a=H (34)
-ru —
and so, eg.
b  U  H l l  I I 11(5%):
wnere
k if a=Q,P
if a~H
Then h G. S , with
a=ü
v+w+H
v-v w-t-M
5 . w ^
(35)
a=H
v+w+M
or
%vvM b, U5II , I g „•fcT I' Y+VJ4-M "2 WV+WiMÿoo
V+W+M *00
< 3 6 . a )
(36.b)
PROOF
Let us abbreviate d/ds to 0^. The 
is C <R> and^for any kG IN
map s I— ) <( ,^ a
< w
w
Using lemma III.d and inequality (35) we obtain the 
following estimates
1 if a=0,P
C if ( 3 8 )
v*fW;2
By corollary III.10 and the definition of the norms n-i '
we finally get
, (^ a
<e''" -t l i t ’"" -1
v.w a~H ( 3 9 )
VtW4Kj2
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How
D. h(s> = %  (y.) n <g<s+t>> D b. iD >r=o % ^ -t \ V y,
so that
II h L,n;. =S"P { I s" "s h < s > I ' SG (R j
<40)
< 2  (?) sup |s” D7g<s+t>> D g ’l e ’'*^ b , ip ,Y i w
r v.wtn.r • ‘
<v+w)|Z a-”Q
^ X < ^ >  H^l X i
S6lRr=o
Q=«P
a-H
(l?ll-^
V-W/+T1
<v+w)! 2 a=Q
v.w
8 = P
a=H
r''V,w 
. s”D^<g<5+1>> <41 >
M I I v+vf
.sup s (1+|s|) D g<s+t> 
selR ‘
(42)
Set =v+w , then
sup I s”'(t + I sI D g(s + t> 
Sg IR ' ^
^ ) sup j Ü gCs + t>
56R
4 ^ 5 > l l i t '
vk Um+o?+r*ro2""
1 ®--t I v+v4+m+n;oo ^
v+w
V+W
2 (43)
Y4W4«n\v\*oc»
Tor the last inequality we have used the fact that
I|a-Uv.;c0 <’ "|t|>'^ II sL.^ . C >^
Using <43> we now find an upper bound for the last factor, 
(ft), of expression (42)
y+w+m-m,
||S
:9|....... (45)
r=o
^ 2
V+W+TY\-Vt\*,cO
,v+vv+n _  I , 1 y+w-VTt>-vn| 
i I + 111 )
iv+w+rn+n *00
Hence
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and so
 ^, 2(v+W+n)
(v+w)I 2 Q=U
. V + W  + T\
a-P A
... v4w+mtn'eo(46)
a(v+w+H) 
(v+w)« 2 a=Q
.Y+W + M
jV+W+M
and we are done.
5 w Z
a=^P
a=H
V4W+M;2.lî2. *1 V+W+M;oo
(47)
III-13 CORPLEflRVr. Using the notation of the above lemma, 
consider the function
s t— > h(s)=g(s+t) b^ ip
where
< < 9  -Y :"(H. n$H-n >
SO that val.
Then h £ S and
N -2
(48)
(49)
(50)
or
„,22(N+K)
a=Q
a=P >
C a=H
X M  (1+
^W+M
be necessary
I: F or each b f
N+Mjrt
(51.a)
(51.b)
■or II b^
III.14 LEMMA and H+M there exists an index P and a
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positive constant such that for all t<£. R and a l l e g e s
Pj'Z
<52>
m o j L v
Ue use inequalities <2Z.g>,<22.J > and (22.k) to get
N-HvJj2
=  1 «(-ta
N + M  *2.
<(1+ t >■ a«Q,P
pN+M ==H (53)
The continuity of b gives
|i|lp;2, (54)
where P depends on H and M (in-fact/it depends on N4-M).
Puting in (54) and using again <22. g) , <22. j > and
<22.k) we obtain
P
4 I NtM;2 M+M ( 1 a-Q,P
Cp a-H
<1+ t >
H i p .P;i
(55)
Replacing this inequality in (53) yields <5?>.
■
Our last lemma gives us some fairly simple and useful 
’S^tt^^tes for some of the integrals we shall find in ttie sequel.
III. 15 LgMllQ: Let g belong to S , then 
(i> ^Vl+|t|)^ |g(t)| dt <<-n 2*^*^ ]
<ii> S jt|*^  |g<t)|^ dt ^ |lg|C_ ,k«0,1,2
2:2
(56)
(57)
PROOF.
(i> ^(1+|t|) |g(t)| dt ^ y<1+t^>"'' dt .sup
IR IR tsfR
<1 i t i r % ( t )
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IlsK=0 IJ Uw+2-K 0-00
■ ^
< = 0 < k ( " " 2 )  Z  < T >
<xi> For k=0,2 the result is clear.For k=1 we have
Olt| |g<t>F dt < <i>Ç <1.t^> lg<t>|^ dt 
IR IK
^ |9|Î;2 ■
This completes the proof of the lemma
I
PROOF or THE MAIN RESULT
PROOF qr PROPOSITION III.1 ^
We must show that
-S5UP t|<Z(4)Cb] f't'SS, Ifjj^u
is finite for all 4, .
Using Fourier transform
g(t) dt ,
[R
hence
^  g(t) dt <E(dx)m,v, >
w  (K ^ (R T T
J —  (g(t) ^,ik> dt,
- V ^ R
Similarly
4* :r M-* )=^ __J— g C s ) c <c ^ ^  ^ lo,vl/ > ds .
-V2tF IR
Thus
5 < f w,<a b f^< a > q> , vp > d'. j =
S $g<s) g( I) e '  ^ cb,\v > dt ds dw
t rnZ ?TT^  27T
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Since g(s> g(t> e ^  ^ be is measurable
then by Fublni*s theorem we can interchange the order of 
integration. Thus, changing variables s-t I— > s we get 
<Z<A.>Cb3 >«’ Sp<t> g<s+t> b, ip >( dw\ ds dt
p . I
« \p<t>Jg<s+t> <e'’^  b^ v|> , Y  > ds dt
IR R
where (58)
r. r ^CsW
ax(s>= \ e dw . (59)
J 2TT
Hence A
|<2<A>Cb3.^ |< ) |g<t>| |j<t>| dt
IR
where
J<t>« S g<s+t) <e"^“ b, lb > &  (s) ds <60)
Now we observe that
J<t>« <?<h>.
A
Using equations (31),(50),(51.a) and (52) yields 
but then by using lemma III.15 we obtain
'   » | “
Isa
 ^ I'^*1 HT lip;2 /
Thus
2.
.. .i2N+2MtP42;oo
a
This shows that for every Borel set A ^ B o r ( R ) ,  Z(A) is 
linear map from to itself.
Ue now show positivity. Let bej9^ ,4e.Bor<R> and 5
then as
<f^ (a>^bf^(a) qj ,q) >='<bf^(a) «q> ,f^(a)ip > ^ 0
we have
84
> <Z(A)[b]q) >‘=^ <f,^<ay*^bf ^<a>«^ ,vp > ds %0 .
Hence, Z<A)Cb3G .
The normalization condition is 
=1.
Hs f €  S for each sfeR and f%(a) Is bounded, the spectral 
calculus for bounded operators applies, changes of order of 
integration are allowed and as | f - S  |t^(x)|''ds «1 
the condition is verified.
How we shall prove the requisite <r-addltlolty.eqn 11.14 
Let be^a^ be arbitrary and <A^ :j)1 } be a family of
mutually disjoint Borel sets. He use the spectral 
representation of ^  and proposition 11.30 to get 
^<Z<A>Cb3>=2 t., <2<A>Cb3e„ ,e„ > 
for all Borel sets A .
The specific form of Z yields 
<Z<A)Cb3e^.e„>=J<f^<o>*bf^<a>e^.e„> ds 
The integral is C-addltiue. cf [39:e%ercise (29.6)3. and 
SO, changing back to the Z form.
<2<U.Aj)Cb3e„,e„'>t^2<A.>Cb3e„.e„>
j
for each n. By C253. theorem (8.3) we can Interchange 
summation order, to get
<5<2<UA^)Cb3)= Z  2 t „  <2<A )Cb3e .e >J VI J v% v\
By linearity this extends to all b , and so Z is
^-additive in the ir-topologv.
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Finaliy we shall show that t 2<dt>tI3 is an element
IE
of ^  ,whence 7- will have been proved to be an expectation, 
By the spectral calculus, for ail ip^ qjGS
<Z<A>ri3 ^ < f ^ <a>^ <a> ip ,qj > ds
<E(dx)ip ,\1, > ds
A (R ' ^ ^
IR A I f <X"s> ds <E(dx> q >
~ ^  <x) <E<dx> cp ,-q) >
- < F^(a)ip ."Y > , AeOorCR)  (62)
where
Bs 0 ^ r.<t)  ^ r <t) and F Ct)=! , it follows that
^ IR
0 <$ F (a) ^ I .
We can continuously extend F^<a> from S to all of <IR> 
,whereby it is straightforward to see that, with
<F^(a>cp ,-q.» >- Ç <f^ <a>* fg<a) q> ,xp > ds -, C q> ,-vy e  L^((R) )
4 t ^  f^(a> is a generalized spectral family.This family 
defines a symmetric operator, call it
% - S t F,,C3)
IR
O   ^t Z(dt)[I]
IR
How we must show that X belongs to A  .Firstly,
S C D ( X )  = { ipGL^(R): ^t^ <F^^(q > ip , > < oo }.
R
But if ipe. S then
Çt^<F. (a) ID ,Lp >= If <x-t > 1^  dt)<E<dx> U) >
(R R R  r z
--r 5 t*- If < t > d 11 <q ,4^-21 i11 f C t) I dt]<am,ip> +
IR IR
4LjJf(t)|^dtl<a*^,u>.
R
Using lefima 111.15 and the fact that 2 1 <aip,ip> J < < Cl+a^ >
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we obtain
t 5 >Y>| <• 2 .L, >
e  '
which is finite.
Secondly we show that for all vp6S, X S .
To see this, let ip ,ipe S be arbitrary-Then
<K ID >= ^t<F..<a> IS >= ^^tlf(x-t)|^<E(dx)^ >dt
/  IR (RiR
= <a q> ,^ V >-C 5 t (f <t> 1^  dtl< q ,\^ >- 
IE
But then, by considering <Hq>,P Q ip> if a-Q, P or 
< H 4 >,h'^Q^> if a=H, and taking the supremum over ll\bll=1
we find that
Y  ^ 11^? 11%^ H|f llz;! IN
Fkand so X g A i . proving the proposition.
III.16 COROLLDRV: The < A  ,S>-neasure determined by ZCf,a,.l Is
A  I > [ |f 1^  3<a> (63)
A
It is a couariant measurement In the sense of definition 11.31 
Bs it is bounded for all A  , it is an element of , cf. eqn
II-<28.a> , and so <^Cf-a:. 1 is an instrument for measuring a.
PROOF
The first assertion follows from the fact that
<F'^<a>ip ^ ^ |f <x-s) |^dsXL<dx> ip ,\pj >
=< <X^* |f ><a> q) ,q) >.
The covariant property is shown as in £23, theorem 4.
The last assertion of the corollary follows from the
boundedness of F (a) for all A  G B o r ^ a n d  the fact that 
A
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^ < r ^ < a > > = S <  |f ><t> ^ <E<dt>> (64)
for each - g
It is interesting to enquiry under what conditions the
measures Ai ) E<A> and A \— > < 2 )<a> giue the same
information.The answer is given in the next proposition and was 
shown by Davies [23.
111,17 PROPOSl I lOlT: If the Fourier transform of j fj is non­
zero on an open dense set then E(.) and ( X «J-f|^)<a> give the 
same information.
This holds in particular if f is of compact support or if 
jfj is of the form
IfI <x)=const exp<-t > 
where t)0.^^
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COMPOSITION OP instruments 
As we Tnentxoned previously, because ^ [ul is mcx>mp\e-Ve , a pre- 
ms-Vr-uTYrent mat^ ,iia general, extemd-Kd a post-ins+rornervT.
TWis ^ applies Iri particular To the compose of Two irvsTrumer»Vs>. W e  now 
have a olass of instrumenTs (& [T ;CL; A"] Tot- T e S  ^ cl= F^Q H. com 
puTing The composiTCons expliclTly we shall show thaT The compose 
a.ny 4wo^hence ar\^  TCnte number, oT These vnsTrumenhs is an insTru 
ment.
As regards The vmpU'cahons Tor The general case^vUe believe that this 
result is "Special^and depends on the TranslaTion covariance oT These 
msTrumenTs and various special properties _
HI» 6^» PROPOSITIONr Let ZjCTpOj: a 3 be expectations of The
tgpe described in Proposition H d  . Then o is an expecTa
Tion .
^ROOF
Let us Specialize to CL^ —C) and CX^=H for deTvn\te,ness .The ether 
cases are proved similarly .
By using T\mice eguah'on (58) , first for c^^-Q and Then for 
0.2^= H we get
IR.^ 1 ' '
• (65)
where (6(b)
and We. have used The fact that
- 89 —
Hence («ôs) is satisfied for every Borel rectangle in
N o w  consider the set fonc.-kon Z (  • ) ^ defined o n  all Borel 
s u b s e ts  A  o f  IR^ b y
.f Cï^ .s) a s d v ^ d ^ d t  c^a)
wV\€i.re Lp\p€S ^ be
Clearly %(4)C» 1 is linear fo r each AcBorClR^) . Moreover
l<ZCd>WH.,iy>j^.^U Sjg,tt)gj(yl!J(t,yld^dt fes)
where
=  i g , ( s + t ) f ( v v , s - ) d s d n .
(lo)
Now we observe that 
where h is as in Lemma HI.20 .
Using the Uemrna ju s t guotecd and Lemma HI.19 we obtain
’^J^N+2M;oo
where. P,R and T depend on M and N only .
Bed then by using Lemma HT.IÇ we obtain
2N+3MVT-fZ)co ) • 
VzCp+Ml-VRt'Z^ot,^ (32)Vz 2rp>4-M^ 4.Q J.O '
Thus
rO
2 2 
2.M-t-3M+T4'Z*cû ^ ^^ 2 2(P+M)+R+2;®o
(35)
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TViis shows That fo r every A G  ,%(zr) is a linear Ynap
from To itself ,
y-U
Now ZC «) ccinc-Ccles witW ( '') on the Borel rectangle9>
CtÇ hence 2.C0 is an extension of .3 defined on all
Borel subsets 7\ of IR . By ProposiTfon XC.1C The ex.ten*s\on of
2^1  ^ ^  ClR^  ) is unic^ ue  ^Therefore ZW  - (a ) fo r
o-ll "Borel subsets ZL of IR *^ This shows That Z (>£, an ex pec
21 ' —
tat>or\ . __
Xn The proof of the above proposition v/e have used the folio 
wmy generalized vers\on cf \-emtna HI.II and Corollary XT.'\3 .
Xn The sequel we use The following set of sexninorms for 
[2G].
= • (T-4')
1N 11m;i= •■ IrnIékA ,\nl*M-lTn\1 (■^.5)
w h e re ,  m ^n  a re  2- in d e x  , i . e .  Y r \ - (m .,^ m ^ )  , •
m.19 LEMMA : For any set Ae Bor ) ^ The Fourier Transform of , 
2Tt£  ^> is a Tempered distribution • Pence  ^the re exists ar, index t\ 
and a constant O C both independent of  ^such That fo r every 
fe  SClR^ )
c A  L e m m a  X X d i  .
HT.ZO LEMMA ; Let q> ,t ^  SC(R)  ^b C , g^eSÜRl (K-TZ") . Set
v.«Q -IÊQ ^
h^ - G ^ b  e  3 , ^ 6  R  . (33)
T h e  f u n c t i o n   ^ (MelKlQ) 
b e lo n g s  t o  S(lR^) , a n d
(39)
w h e re  P^R a n d  nr de .pe .nd  c jn  N a n d  VA o n ly  .
PROOF.
We must show that for any MelN^
: T,\tn6M , ^t^éM-Cm+n, (491
Let us abbreviate to < , ^^ -z. inner product appearing as
à -factor in Ctô) .Then
thus
« IIY " b j e 11 '  (8 2 )
4 N-Vg-z
Now
m+n 6 p+ g6M - (m+n) ) (S3)
Using (&%) tue find a bound to r the term sup I ^ I of the above
s t^^ CIR
expression
so p  I *  1 6 « Y "s u p  I s - n f  i ^ 3 , C s 4 t ) î v ^ g ^ ( 4 i ^ ) H e ' * b ) e ' ^ %  11 I 
S.r^ GiR. *5,3GIR  ^ ^  ^  Ntq;Z
«UH-II sop Is’-’n" I>s p . glto ,, ,
^  ^ V  N+M;^
Using Lemroas HT.B ; CoroHarie.sHl.tO^ HI.13 ,and the euc^ ulva
lence o f the system o f norm s U . U and \\ . [) we obtain
ii}Z n*z
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^  S , M  K.+isOÜ+.k,Tmie''^^q’’ 1 1 ^
t “ 52.
( F dépendis on N and M only)
«! i^KwsV) 0»«to7'*''^ O-t-lH,fil«!’h ® ’'^ '^ ‘? "p-2 
6 d„ ,^Ra+w ) Ci-n«)l"‘^ a+l.(^|fII b^ i\p^ ^ 
depends o n  R  a n d  M  only ) 
^  T,MS«'-"')Ci+iti)3'^'*%lvilfcHi*lf^'^'"''lle'^\ll
; ' T;Z
Ct  depends on R  only)
6 d^ i^Ltt-nsiVi+ito] iwtiif(1+1^ i^p+M+R ^
Thus
. sup is’^ vi-'cwsir'^. 
(l+KI) D^3^(s+t) IX'-gJI'T.+i') I 
. sup IsT'CifW*' "^%g,(s+t) I. s u p  I 'i" ü+iï(i7 Dj^g C’3+'E')I
-56IR qeIR  ^ ^
V------------ V------------------------------------  /
But (see ex^ns CA3)^C44))
4 t i  6  I I9 , . t L + M
Similarly
hence
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•"3i“m..M;« «9z«p+^.^
Pina 11^
Using 4rX<e fac4 -VV^ at:
g a , ) 0  = a % % . -  ,
^(elcis "VVie. c^ es\T-e.c^  >ne.s\j\A:.
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SUMMARY
In this chapter we construct a special class of instruments 
for measuring Q, P, and H on S<R>. These instruments are just 
those of Davies* approximate position observables,but using 
suitable smoothy functions.
The technical problem resides in proving that the Davies 
formula does indeed define an instrument in our sense.
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CDNCLUSI0M5
Ue have based our theory on the choice of a nuclear space 
generated by a suitable self-adjoint operator,for the space U of 
pure states and ^  =1- <U> for the algebra of observables . In 
consequence, all states are normal, and positivity implies 
continuity-
Expectations are naps 2: Bor<R> — > L+(f) ; and Instrunents 
are naps à  = Bor<R> — > ;4’C<r*^ 3> such that there is an
expectation Z with ^  -Each instrunent defines a unique 
(^.U)-ncasure t1 , which in turn defines an obseruable b. 
Introducing the partial order ’less infornation than ’ on the 
set of observables , each such instrunent measures all 
observables for which b \ a .
Ue show that instruments exist to measure all observables a 
for which b ^ a  for some b as above. Ue also show that reasonable 
instruments exist to measure Q, P, and H on S<R>=these are based 
on Davies’ approximate position measurements.Ue leave open the 
question of a measure of fidelity for instruments, we also show 
that instruments compose to pre-instruments,which in turn extend 
to post-instruments: thus composition is not a relation on the
set of instruments,Ue leave open the question of various degrees 
of repeatability,save to note that strong repeatability, ie, in 
the Von Neumann sense,is not generally possible.
—96
In conclusion we have shown that it is possible to base a 
theory of quantum measurements on the Op*—algebra framework, but 
at the expense of increasing the technical complications.Various 
interesting questions remain open, but it has been shown that a 
suitable generalization of Von Neumann’s theory is compatible 
with choosing I^U) as the algebra of observables.
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